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UNH prepares
for hurricane
By Edmund Mander
University staff and emergency services are on full alert to
face what could turn out to be
New England's worst hurricane
for decades.
"Stay indoors, stay put, and
help one another," urged Public
Safety Director David Flanders
yesterday.
Students in several dormitories could be evacuated to the
Field House, while others might
face hours confined to windowless corridors to avoid injury
from broken glass.
Buildings most likely to be
evacuated are the high-rise

dormitories such as Williamson
and Stoke, Residential Life
Interim Director Scott Chesney
said.
Public Safety will direct the
evacuation of other buildings
considered to be at risk. "We'll
be evacuating the mini-dorms
for sure, if the storm lives up
to its worst prediction," Chesney
said.
Chesney also voiced other
concerns about student safety.
"We are worried about students
thinking that it would be fun
to go out and see what a wind
of 80 to 100 miles per hour is
like and not being able to get
STORMY, page 14

Blood donations
lower this year
By Ed Garland
Jarry Stearns is worried. For
the first time in 35 years , the
collection rates at the UNH fall
blood drive have fallen below
expected levels.
Stearn.s, chapter chairperson
of the Durham Red Cross, said
UNH students have not been
donating blood as steadily as.
they have in past years.
"We need 1,395 pints (of

blood) a week to take care of
Vermont and New Hampshire,"
Stearns said.
"The Hurricane might create
an emergency situation here and
in South Carolina," Stearns said.
If it happens South Carolina will
lose their power and will need
aid. This means we will need
more blood."
Stearns said last year UNH
BLOOD, page 9

The old bells in the Thompson Hall tower play no part in the mid-day chimes, having long
since been replaced by electronic "bells." (Suzie Haynes photo)

Communications major full
By Michell~ Bolduc
their academic, professional or said.
"Basically the problem is the
The Theatre<-.Communica- personal life, even their names,"
availability of resources," Sims
tions Department has 560 de- McN amee said.
clared Communications majors
'Tve taught at big schools like said. "Students think we need
and 9V2 full-time faculty Texam A&M and Penn State, mere teachers and poof, it
members and the major is with over 40,000 students, but doesn't happen that way."
"But we' re in a bind. We want
growing everyday. Associate the faculty-student ratio is far
Professor Bill Sims said, "In a more dramatic here," first year
couple of weeks we'll have ove; Assistant Professor Larry Prelli COMMUNICATION, page 10
600 majors."
Think what it means in terms
of advising," Sims said.
"I have 74 advisees and I'm
getting assigned even more.
Students come up to me and say
you're my advisor and I've never
seen them before in my life. I
don't know Vl of them," Assist- _ By Edmund Mander
students a~king them about nonant Professor Sheila McNamee
Crime, like charity, begins at violent property crimes comsaid.
home, according to ·a book co- mitted in their families duri.ng
"I have 81 advisees," Assist- written by Professor Murray the last full year they spent at
ant Professor Jack Lannamann Straus, director of the Univer- home.
said. "With 81 I can't remember sity of New Hampshire Family
A total of 15 ,000 crimes were
their names."
Research Laboratory, and Alan reported in the survey, Straus
"At pre-registration time Lincoln, professor of criminal said.
there are lines to see advisors justice at the University of
"Violent crime and property
all the way down the corridor," Lowell.
crime affect family life," Straus
senior Communications major
Family members steal, van- said, adding that failing to
Greg Heine said. "There's no dalize and commit other prop- confront the problem paves the
way an advisor can physically erty crimes in almost 75 percent way for crime outside the family.
give individual attention to all of American homes, the authors
"It ought to be recognized as
the students."
claim.
a bid deal," he said.
"We're used more as a rubber
Research for the book, pubHowever, families need to
stamp to sign cards, instead of lished three weeks ago and address the problem with disas a resource," Lannamann said. entitled Crime and the Family, cretion and should not automat"You can't do any advising- was. compiled by sending out
you don't know anything about questionaires to 43 7 college CRIME, page 14

Crime begins in
home says Straus

Bruce Borne giving blood during a UNH blood drive. (Jim
Millard photo)
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College students make money selling coupons
By Francoise Von Trapp
What does a college student
do when his or her summer job
falls through? Generally, they
try aad find another one. Or they
create one.
Three UNH seniors, Eric
Lewis, Jeff St. Cyr, and Mike
Desrochers chose to _go out and
start a business of their own.
The result was Premier
Promptions; Creative Marketing"Premier because it's our
first attempt and Promotions
because it's an advertising business," Lewis explained.
The three partners, all Acacia
Fraternity brothers, put into
. action an idea Lewis had been
working on for awhile. They put
together the Welcome Back
Pack, a fr~e booklet of promotional coupons and advertisements from area businesses.
Lewis said he knew it had
been done before, but thought
he could do it better. When his
summer job fell through, he
called St. Cyr at home in
Danvers, Massachusetts and
asked him if he wanted to go
into business. St. Cyr packed up
and moved back to Durham.
St. Cyr, a WSBE (Whittemore
School of Business and Economics) major, and Lewis, a computer science major, liandle the
sales end of the business, while
Desrochers, a computer science
major, runs graphics and layout.
"We said to ourselves, 'we' re
going to make some mistakes',"
Lewis said. They decided to do
a trial pack using Phillips Exeter
Academy as a distribution
target.
So, on a Monday morning, St.
Cyr ~nd Lewis got up, dressed
in suits and ties and prepared ,
to hit the streets of Exeter. To
get store owners to buy space,
they had to convince them they
had a student market, said St.
Cyr.. "We're in school, we know
what students want," he said.
They showed proprietors the
Acacia Fraternity calender they

helped Jack Lee put together last
year to show they had some
experience. "We had nothing
else to back ourselves up with
but the idea," Lewis said.
"A lot of people were sceptical at first," said St. Cyr.
After three weeks, they had
enough ads for their Exeter
pamplet callet "Exeter Excitement". They decided to start
selling to Portsmouth the UNH
pack.
The partners' laugh when
they remember how nervous
they were when they made their
first. "We came out of there
sweating and shaking. We had
to stop for fifteen minutes and
talk about what went right and
what went wrong," St. Cyr said.
"We said to each other, we just
sold something, we just have
to figure out what it is."
They hired -a printer, com-

pared newspaper prices, and
came up with their prices from
that. They did most of the layout
work themselves to cut advertising costs. Desrochers came
down on weekends from home
where he had a job programming computers, to oversee the
graphics. "It was a real learning
experience," said St. Cyr.
Once they got the packets
together, they planned distribution tactics. They got permission from Phillips Exeter Academy to stuff the students
mailboxes. At UNH they stood
outside the Field House during
registration and handed the
packets out to students.
According to St. Cyr, 90
percent of the students took the
packet. ''We used catch phrases
like 'dollar off a sub at Bread
and Butter'", he explained.
Returns were important for

' c·.reat1v-~
- .
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Eric. Lewis.
Jeff St Cyr
Mike Desro.·chers

any future packets. They had
to prove adveqising in the
packet was worthwhile to the
businesses, said St. Cyr.
According to Dedee Towle,
manager at Durham House of
Pizza, returns were incredible.
"We got about 300 coupons
back," she said, "I would recommend it to anybody and definitely do it again."
Greg Sheive, assistant manager at Bread and Butter said
their returns had been "very
good". "It worked out well," he
said.
Premier Productions is currently working on another welcome back pack for next semester.
Lewis said the experience
they have had will make tbe next
one even more of a success. They
plan to concentrate more on
Durham sales and be more
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selective of the types of coupons
and discounts that are advertised. "We want to make it work
for the students," said Lewis.
"We're looking for coupons
that will make students come
into the stores," said St. Cyr.
For example rather than someplace like The Bagelry giving
away a free soda, they want them
to give away free bagel. "They've
got to push the product," said
Lewis.
"I can't say how much about
business we learned from the
store owners," said St. Cyr.
"Now we can tell store ·
owners what will work," said
Desrochers.
Lewis said that neither he nor
Desrochers had ever taken a
business course before thi:;
venture. Now Lewis is taking
Macro Economics and Desrochers is taking Micro Economics.
"Once you do something ·like
this, you realize you need a
business background," said Desrochers.
Premier Promotions has big
plans for the future. "This time
we want to hit more franchises
like Filenes 1 " said St. Cyr.
Filenes has already hired them
to .put out a flyer .to area universities, he said.
"After we do this, we hope
to move to the Boston area,"
St. Cyr said. He added that they
would like to get more in the
pamphlets than advertisements
and maybe put something to~ether th.~t would be similar to
re:Ports .
Lewis said he suggested putting in the football schedule or
maps. They want to make it
something students will hold
on to.
"We don't want to go down,
we want to step up," said St. Cyr.
'Jeff and I can sell anything,"
Lewis said, ''and wi_th Mike
(Desrochers).behind us, we have
a really ballsy product."
With that attitude, Prf!mier
Producti~ns can't To wrong. ·

NEWS IN BRIEF
Locker room thief
Last Sunday night a student's ID card and $43
were stolen from his locker. A suspect has not been
apprehended as of yet.

Car receives damage
A university staff member reported that her car
was vandalized last Thursday night while it was
parked in Z lot. The unknown person(s) gouged
a deep scratch in the car and flattened a tire. A
screwdriver was probably used to commit the
vandalism.

Thief strikes had note
A student reported to Public Safety officers that
a car stereo, speakers, and equalizer were taken
from his car last Monday night between 8:00 and
10:00. The car was parked in lot D2 at the time
of theft. The estimated value of the entire system
is $500.00

Parking problems rise
Parking problems in Durham are no longer just
restricted to UNH-goers. Faculty and staff of the
Oyster River High School voiced their problem
to selectmen Monday night saying there is a shortage
of parking spaced in their lot. Some faculty and
staff have been ticketed for parking elsewhere.

Good news for crews
Parks and recreation committee members representing UNH have agreed with town officials
to establish a 10-year lease on -the Jackson Landing
boathouse. The boathouse is used by UNH crew
teams.

Adult Education in
Portsmouth
Portmsouth school system's adult programs has
increased enrollment this year, according to the
Adult Programs Director William Hartwell.
Hartwell says the increase is due to a better
awareness of illiteracy.
9asses c~ncentrate on high school completion,
basic educ_at10n for those below a fifth grade level,
and English as a second language. Future plans
include skills classes.

Gospel night
. Gospel singers Edi and Herb Hutchinson will
show their stuff during an evening of music and
testimony at the Exeter United Methodist Church
Saturday, September 28, at 7 p.m. Admission is
free and the public is welcome.

It's a dog-eat-dog world
Dogs in South Berwick, Maine will no longer
receive light penalties for being caught horsing
around. Human town officials have decided to up
the fine for any dog caught playing in the town.
"The dogs are all over the place," said Police Chief
Paul Hunter.

Correction
In the September 24th issue of The New
Hampshire in the article titled "Random Factor
Primes the Pub" we incorrectly spelled Quentin
Goble and Jay Cleaves' names. The song, Rich White
Estate, is about South Africa and not South America.
Due to a typographical error it was reported-that
30 people were in the MUB Pub during random
factor's set. There was approximately 70. Over the
course of the evening 150 people visited the pub.
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Schoo l to negoti ate fOr mill

Jay Goldspinner reads "tales of strong women'' during a
presentation in the Forum Room of the library last Thursday.
(Cindy Rich photo)

By W. Glenn Stevens
UNH Manchester will soon
be negotiating with Manchester
city officials about leasing and
possibly purchasing another .
building in downtown Manchester. UNH Manchester was given
the go-ahead last Saturday by
the UNH trustees.
According to UNH Manchester Dean Lou Roberts, the new
downtown campus will offer
residents of Mancheste.r easy
access to a college education.
The present Hackett Hill
campus is located in the northwest corner of the city. It is not
easy to get to for students living
and working in downtown Manchester.
Currently UNH officials are
considering the Amoskeag Mill
yard, in downtown Manchester
for the building site. According
to Roberts the new site offers
a central location, unlimited
parking, and is within close
proximity of public transportation.
Said Dr. Charles Owens of the
Academic affairs office, "We' re
doing this because we think it
would be more accessable to
people."
According to Roberts, the

new building is also needed to
increase classroom and lab
space. Presently UNH at Manchester classes are being held
in the Manchester Memorial
High School. The new building
would double the existing space,
said Roberts.
Owens was quick to point out
that the new campus is not
exclusively for college age students. "We' re hoping to attract
people in businesses," said
Owens citing banking and insurance as two possible business
targets.
Roberts said they are targeting the business sector, adding
he would -like to incorporate a
child care center in the new
building.
"Economically speaking,"
Roberts said, "this is a wond-

erful opportunity for students
who just want to finish their
general education requirements."
Student Trustee Christine
Guimont said, "I think it will
really be beneficial to people
living in the Manchester area
that never had a chance to finish
college."
Guimont added the new site
will be "good publidty for UNH
in general."
When asked whether the new
building will affect students here
in Durham Guimont said, "I
don't think it will affect the
students here at all . "
Although campus officials are
just in the negotiating stage,
Roberts. said, "If things go well
I'd like to see us in there by next
fall."

/

Elder abuse forum to be held
By Carrie Keating
Abuse of the elderly has been
around perhaps as long as man
has existed, according to Dr.
Karl A. Pillemer. However,
people are just recently becoming aware of it.
.
In response to this concern,
an Invitational Conference and
Symposium on Elder Abuse and
Neglect will be held at the
University of New Hampshire
October 4-6.
The conference will be divided into two parts. The first
on October 4 & 5, will be a

working session involving 28
policy makers, researchers, and
gerontology experts. The second
part will be a symposium open
to the public Oct. 6. The conference is the first of its kind.
The purpose of the national
conference, according to Pillemer, conference organizer and
research scientist .at the University's Family Research Laboratory, is to develop researchbased recommendations for
legislatures and agencies dealing
with the abuse of the elder\.y..
"We will discuss some of the

simple to use. "You don't have
to be a computer major to use
SIGI Plus," Sakovich stated, "It
is a very interactive process with
the computer basing its next
question on the student's response."
"I feel like I just had a two
hour conversation. It was great," said one student after using
SIGI Plus.
Why should a student use
SIGI Plus? Sakovich said he feels
that a "seriousness is needed
in students in planning their
careers. SIGI can't choose a job
for a student but its a super way
to point out the different alternatives and options open to that
student."
"It's a way to explore new
areas that the student may not
have even thought about before," added David Holmes, the
new director of Career Planning
and Placement.
Holmes has instituted a
number of changes in this year's

more technical aspects of elder
abuse and set an agenda for
future research," Pillemer said.
Currently 3 7 states and the
District of Columbia have mandatory reporting laws for cases
of elder abuse, but Pillemer says,
"the research base is very poor
and we don't know · enough
about elder abuse. We're pretty
much in the dark as to what
causes it, who are the victims,
and who does the abusing. This Members of the UNH sailing
conference responds to that."
water. (Scott Jones photo)
The Symposium open to the
public on Oct. 6 will feature brief
presentations by some of the
experts followed by a question
and answer session involving
the audience. "We want to share
these experts with the public
and raise everyone's awareness
of this huge issue," Pillemer
By Sarah Keith
said.
More than 20 percent of au
Pillemer attributes the recent
public attention to the huge the deaths in New Hampshire
growth in the elderly popula- are preventable, according to
tion. He added, "People have a study performed by UNH
seen violence take place with assistant professor of health
other family members in the administration Robin Gorsky.
form of child abuse and wife She said she feels the "major
issue in health care is to prevent
abuse."
Pillemer also pointed out that death," and Gorsky analyzed the
older people become vulnerable four leading causes in New
Hampshire.
to abuse because they tend to
Cigarette smoking, chronic
be frail physically, and society
alcohol abuse, and the lack of
devalues the elderly. "There is
such a thing as ageism just llke seatbelt and motocycle helmet
there is racism and sexism. Old use resulted in the loss of over
people lose meaningful roles 1600 lives in 1983, according
in society and take on second to Gorsky's study. These deaths
have negatively affected the
class status," he said.
The Family Research Labor- New Hampshire economy, costatory, one of the leading insti:-- ing the state an estimated $187
tutes for the study of family million in direct health care
violence, is conducting an ex- costs, and $291 million in lost
tensive study on elder abus~ salaries and wages, Gorsky' s
following a national survey on statistics showed.
Cigarette smoking was the
family violence released earlier
this year by Professor Murray leading contributo.r to these
Straus of the Laboratory. UNH deaths, causing 1,222 fatalities,
also offers a minor in gerontol- Gorsky said. New Hampshire

the SIGI Plus program to all of
the colleges in the University
to use their own computer
systems," said Holmes. ','This

Department.
Pillemer said he hopes the
conference will generate new
ideas about elder abuse will

SIGI, page 18

OLD, page 18

Comp uter helps
with career pl.a ns
By Debbie St. Louis
What is SIGI Plus? No, its not
a new laundry detergent or a
new soft drink, or even a new
Saturday morning cartoon. SIGI
Plus (System of Interactive
Guidance and Information Plus)
is a new computer system located in the Career Planning and .
Placement office in Huddleston.
The system, designed by a
team of researchers at Educational Testing Service, is designed to provide career guidance and information on over
three hundred careers. Its main
function, according to Tony
Sakovich, data analyst for Career
Planning and Placement, is to
help students find career possibilities and to help them plan
for the future.
The computer can be used by
any UNH student or alumnus
free of charge. It is recommended, however, that students
wishing tb use SIGI Plus should
sign up as early as possible

because of the great popularity program. "We will be offering

and demand for the program.
Non-students can use the
computer at the Division of
Continuing Education office in
Verette House for free.
The actual program itself is

club heaving boat out of the

Preven table deaths
cost NH millions

ogy through the Social Services

played the highest incidence of ..
habitual heavy drinking of the
states polled. Gorsky's research
indicated 15 percent of people
over the age of 18 consumed at
least two drinks a day, while 6
percent had six or more. Alcohol
abuse accounted for the largest
number of premature deaths
(before age 65) in the state.
Research shows only 21 percent of drivers regularly wear
seatbelts, an action that if fully
implemented, could prevent up
to 57 percent of all automobile
fatalities. Gorsky's study said.
While the effects of wearing
helmets while riding motorcycles were not available for 1983,
it is indicated that their use could
save 28% of lives lost in cycling
accidents.
These deaths affect the economy through reduced productivity, increased insurance rates,
state funds that are diverted to
medical care, and loss of wages
earned. Thus, if the fatalities

reflects the national average· were prevented, New Hamp-

with regard to smoking, yet its
chronic alcohol abuse far exceeds that of other states, Gorsky' s research showed. In a study
done by the Center for Disease
Control, New Hampshire dis-

shire would have millions of
dollars to spend on other programs, Gorsky said.
Gorsky performed the study,
GORS~Y,

page 18
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UNH tops. in marine research
By Michele V~way
"The N ationa:I Sea Grant
College Program (a division c ~
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration in
the Department of Commerce)
told us that UNH is a model of
excellence in the area of long
range planning for research
projects," said Brian Doyle,
Associate Director of the Sea
Grant Program at UNH.
"UNH is among the leaders
with regards to its involvement
in research," he said.
The University of
Maine/UNH Sea Grant College
Program is a cooperative marine
research,education and advisory
program serving northern New
England, according to the pro~

gram's project directory for
1985-86.
Examples of research projects
include investigating what
seems to be a declining lobster
population, the return rate of
coho salmon to their hatcheries
to lay eggs, and how acid rain
affects Atlantic salmon, said
Doyle.
Paul Mayewski, Coordinator
of Research Development and
Associate Professor of Earth
Science, agrees that "UNH has
a substantial research program
and a high profile."
"We have been shown in a
number of ways UNH is among
the best (research colleges),"
. said Doyle.
There are 30 Sea Grant Pro-

grams at colleges and universities, such as Cornell U niversity, Massachusetts of Institute
of Technology, University of
Michigan and UNH . UNH is
competitively funded and the
funds for UNH have increased
he said.
"The joint program received
$1.44 million for 1985-86.
UNH's share was $626,000,"
he said. "In · 1984 the joint
program received $1.38 million
and UNH's share was
$600,000."
' "UNH received the largest
increase over any other college,"
said Doyle. "Our increase is a
signal from .the federal govern-

RESEARCH, page 10

Republicans to hold picnic
A different view of campus from the Thompson Hall clock
tower, witfl the New England Center in the backgroµnd and
Scott Hall in the foreground. (Suzie Haynes photo)

HAS THE WMLD
GONE

/

MADI?

By Leonard E. Dodge
The 1st Annual Old Fashioned Family Picnic is destined
to be "one of the most significant political events of 1985,"
according to Peter Coombs ,
chairm~n of the Rocking ham
County Republican Committee.
The picnic, which is the first
of its kind, will be attended by
many well-known elected officials , Saturday, September
28th.
According to Coombs, about
500 tickets have ·been sold, $2.50
per family. People are expected
to bring their own lunches, but
the Rockingham Republican
Committee, who is sponsoring
the picnic, will provide sof!
Immediate
Openings
... in our Men's Department.
Hours are flexiple and can be
arranged : days. evenings,
and weekends.
Apply at:
Red's Shoe Barn, NH's
largest shoe store.
Ask for Dave Whitehouse
742-1893.
On the Kari-Van Route.

drinks, beer and hotdogs and
hamburgers.
According to Coombs, the
picnic is being held to allow
people to mingle with wellknown politicians. It will replace
the typical dinner/rally where
politicians just make speeches.
" Too many times politics fo cuses on money, and not the
people involved," Coombs said.
Because a dinner rally can cost
anywhere from $10 -25 , many
people who would like to go
can' t afford it, said Coombs .
" With tl;ie low price
($2.50/ family) those who want
to attend can," he said.
Former Senate Majority Leader, Howard Baker, U.S. Senators
Warren Rudman and Gordon
Humphrey, State Attorney
General Stephen Merrill, Ex-

ecutive Councilor Bill Cahill and
numerous State Senators and
Representatives are among
those expected.
Congressman Jack Kemp, had
planned to attend, but his staff
scheduled him to visit Montana
and New Hampshire and this
weekend he decided to go to
Montana instead , said Janice
Peterson, assistant to the chairperson of the State Republican
Committee.
Governor John Sununu may
attend , said Coombs but the
Governor's staff has no"t yet
informed him. However, officials at the Governor's office
said they were unsure if the
Governor was attending. "The
Republican Committee plans
on having events such as this,
in the future," Coombs said.
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UNIQUE COUNTRY CRAFTS
Go one mile past Field House to blinking light

go right on 155 Y2 mile to Country Treasures.

c•

868-5614

• •

•

MUSO
THE BLOOM COUNTY COLLEalON
IS, ABOVE ALL ELSE, TASTEFUL

FILM SERIES PRESENTS...

T-SHIRTS, BOOKS & STUFFED OPUS DOW.
ORDER TODAY!
~fl
THIS ORDER BROUGHT TO YOU Bl':
~------------------a,;;.A#osE"No'Wi1HoRoiR------------------,
Pltm indiatt size and quanrity:
fl/$0,_lpt!ly.!C ... fl""'Pd

I. Penguin Lust Tee Shin (cmmy beige)

2. Penguin Lust Jeney (white body/bli!dt sleeves)

l. Bloom County T" Shin (cmmy beige)
4. Bloom County Jeney (white body/black sl!eVe!)
5.1.eose Tiils book
6. lions for oor Times book
1. imall Stuffed Opus Doll

8. Large Stuffed Opus Doll
9.BilltheutfeeShin(silvtr)
10.Opus Tee Shin (si!vtr)
II. Doo't Blame lie ... Tee Shin (bbck)

!tail to:
Opus/
5446 Highway 290 ~t
~itelOI

Austin, Texas 78735

s

M

L

XL

D
0
D
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

D
0
0
0

D

0

PRICE
9.95

0
0
D

0

11.95

0

9.95

0

11.95

Sll/892-4870

Sunday, Sept. 29, 1985
7:00 & 9:30 p.m.
Strafford Room, MUB

5.95
6.95

-lo.oo
0
0
0

0

0

0
0
0

18.00
9.95

9.95
9.95
Plus $I.SO per item for postage and handling

0

Grand Total
Name _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ •
1
I

Addms _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __

I

City/Stite/Zip

:

I
I

Viia/ltC

Phone Orders Wl!lcome

TOTAL

Allow 4-6 Wltla IOf dtlim-,

About
Eve"

~~All

I

---------------------------------------------------~

film of theatrical ambition, deception and hypocrisy. Th
egendary Bette Davis, in her greatest role, plays a powe1:fu
ging actress at the apex of her career who does battle wit
calculating newcomer.

Students $1.00

Non-students $2.00
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Gelwick
picked
byACPA

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 27

DURHAM RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE : Granite State
Room, Memorial Union, 10 a.m,- 3 p.m.
MUB PUB: MUSO presents Electric Caves, 'Mub Pub, 8 p.m.
Students $2, Non-students $3.
FACULTY LECTURE SERIES : The Column in America:
the History of a Metaphor. David Andrew, Dept. of the Arts.
What happened when the architectural column made the
transit to American shores? Berkshire Room, New England
.
Center, 8 p.m.

By Leonard E. Dodge
Dr. Beverly Gelwick, director
and chief psychologist of the
Counseling and Testing Center,
has been nominated for the
position of member-at-large
of the American College Personnel Association (ACPA).
The American College Personnel Association is a division
of the American Association of
Counseling .and Development
dedicated to promoting student
development in higher education. The association unites the
services and programs of college
and university student affairs

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 28
FOOTBALL: Men vs. Dartmouth, 1 p.m.
MUB PUB: MUSO Films "The Pink Panther Strikes Again"
and "The Return of the Pink Panther," 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Students $1, Non-students $2.

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 29

professionals including areas
such as admissions, Dean of
Students office, residential life
and health services.
The Association is the largest
national professional organization of student affairs professionals . It is a vehicle that
provides services for social and
political action and also maintains ethical standards in the

Dr. Beverly Gel wick, director and chief psychologist at the
Counseling and Testing Center.
student affairs profession.
Gelwick, before coming to
D~rham, served as an associate
professor of Psychology and
Education at Columbia U niversity. She received her bachelors
degree from Temple University

and her masters and doctorate
degrees from the University of
Missouri. Gelwick has a PhD
in psychology and a diplomate
from the American Board of

By Leigh Hope
For those who thipk a beauty
contest is won by girls who are
all beauty and no brain, you're
mistaken, according to 20-yearol~ UNH junior Suzette King, .
winner of the September 15
Miss Rochester Fair Pa eant.

She says that many people
have the wrong attitude about
these pageants. They think the
women are judged simply on
beauty when they are actually
judged on intelligence and
talent.
" The biggest part is the
personal interview_. If you don't
do well in that your chances
aren't very good," King says.
The Miss Rochester Fair
Pageant was based 50 % on a
personal interview, 25% on a
talent competition, and 25 %
on an evening gown competition. King said the most important thing was "to communicate
and carry yourself well."
She says winning the competition didn't just bring her $500
in scholarship money, it also
helped to boost her self confidence. "All the interviewing and
performing in public will help
me in job interviews and dealing
with people when I get out of
school," King said.
In addition to winning the
Miss Rochester Fair Pageant,
King won the Miss Newmarket
~itle in 1982, was first runner

TENNIS: Women vs. Massachusetts, 1 p.m.
MUSO FILM SERIES: " All About Eve," Strafford Room,
Memorial Union, 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. Students $1, Nonstudents $2.
FACULTY RECITAL: Robert Stibler, trumpet,and John
Skelton, organ. Music of Bach, Handel, and Scarlatti.
Community Church of Durham, Main Street, Durham, 8 p.m.
.
Free and open to the public.

GELWICK, page 19

Student wins pagaent crown

Suzette King

PAGE FIVE

up in the Miss Deerfield
Pageant in 1984, and first
runner up in the Miss New
Hampshire Fair Queens
Pageant in 1985 . She was a
contestant in the Miss New
Hampshire Pageant, at age 17,
in 1983 and will participate in
it again this May.
King says pageants are an
excellent source of supplemental income for tuition, explaining that she has won over $1000
in scholarship money from
participating in various
pageants.
Miss King said the pageants
never make her nervous because
"they're so much fun."
"All the other girls are really
nice," she said. "There's rarely
a sense of tense competition.
Everybody's there just to have
a good time."
Now that she is Miss Rochester Fair, King will be judging
the "Little Miss Rochester Fair
Pageant," a competition for girls
age 7 to 10. She will participate
in the Rochester Christmas
BEAUTY, page 9

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 1
· HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: Greek Tragedy. Gilbert
B. Davenport, Theater and Communications. Room 216,
Hamilton -Smith, 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
FIELD HOCKEY: Women vs. Dartmouth, 3 p.m.
FRENCH/ITALIAN FILM SERIES : " Miracle In Milan."
Room 303,James, 3:30 p.m. $1 admission.
WRITERS SERIES: Martha Barron Barrett, novelist and
journalist, will read. Forum Room, Library, 7:30 p.m.

-Dr. Lewis E. PaloskyOptomet!ist
•EYES EXAMINED, GLASSES FITTED
•COMPLETE EYEGLASS SERVICES

with IN-HOUSE LABO RATORY
•CONTACT LENS SERVICES
featuring "Feel Safe" Plan:
90 day, 100% refundable fee
No obligation in-office trial
Free one year office visits

CHRIST AMONG US
A MODERN PRESENTATION OF
THE CATHOLIC FAITH
(Wednesdays 7:00 to 8:15 p.m.
Beginning October 2)
The Catholic Student Center at U.N.H . is offering a special series of dialogues for adult
inquirers.
This series is intended for those persons interested in learning about the Catholic Church,
its teachings , traditions, etc. with or without the intention of becoming a member. It is
also for those wishing to update their faith and for those who may have postponed Confirmation.
If you are interested or know someone who would iike to be part of this experience, please
contact
THE CATHOLIC STUDENT CENTER

6 Madbury Road, Durham, N.H.
862-1310

LENOX SHOP
Looking For Extra Money?
The leader in fine china and crystal is now hiring
part-time sales associates to work weekends. We seek
people who are outgoing , friendly, attentive to detail,
and willing to work hard. Experience in retail is a plus!
We offer higher starting wages. If you are interested

in joining our team in a fast-paced retail envfronment,
Please stop by between 1O a.m. an_d 6 p.m.

LENOX SHOP

Tidewater Mall
Costal Rte. 1
Kittery, Maine
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NOTICES
ATHLETICS AND RECREATION

WOMEN'S COMMISSION : The Women's Commission maintains a Resource File listing many
important services and support groups. We also
have Reading Room of feminist literature, and
a File on Women's Issues which addresses specific
areas of concern for women. The UNH community
is invited to use these resources by dropping by
Batchelder House or call for more info 862-1058.

UNH CO-REC VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT:
Sponsored by Department of Recreational Sports.
Sunday, September 29, Gym, New Hampshire Hall,
all day, $40 per team. Entries due Friday, September
27, Room 151, Field House.
ICE HOCKEY, CO REC BOWLING, SOFTBALL
TOURNAMENT ROSTERS DUE: Rosters due
September 30, Spdrt Manager meeting, 4:30 p.m.
All captains must attend meeting with rosters to
be scheduled in league. Call Rec Sports, 862-2031
for more information.

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
ALPHA ZETA MEETING: Important meeting
and social. Monday, September 30, U.A.C. Apt.
0-5, 6:15 p.m .. For more information, call Bill
Tremblay, 868-3069.
MORTAR BOARD MEETING: Mandatory. Monday, September 30, meet at Info Desk, Memorial
Union, 7 p.m. Call Dave, 868-5928 for more
information.

MATCHING YOUR VALUES TO MAJORS AND
CAREERS: Sponsored by Career Planning and
Placement. Identify your values and the factors
which will affect your career satisfaction, such as
salary, time, freedom, etc. Values will be related
to possible career choices. Monday, September
30, Senate Room, Memorial Union, 3 to 4:30 p.m.

Tight jeans could
mean Freshm en 15

INTERVIEW WORKSHOP: Sponsored by Career
Planning and Placement. Video tape, lecture and
discussion sessions to help students prepare for
employment interviewing. Monday, September
30, Forum Room, Library,6 to 7:30 p.m.

By Cynthya Cumings
Karl's snotty fries," Tin
Palace's pepperoni and extra
cheese, free beer at ladies' teas,
Huddleston's ice cream machines, and humpnight all play
supporting roles in "freshmen
15." No, "freshmen 15" is not
the latest box off ice smash.
"Freshmen 15" is going home
for Christmas break and hoping
to find a new pair of Guess Jeans
(s.ize 10) under the tree because
you can no longer squeeze into
your size S's.
By now, most freshmen have
heard of it and most freshmen
are saying, "Not me."
"I highly doubt I'll gain any
1weight," casually says freshman
Da n Levesque of Fairchild

RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP: Sponsored
by Career Planning and Placement. Learn the basics
of writing a resume and cover letter writing.
Tuesday, October 1, Forum Room, Library, 12 to
1:30 p.m.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATIONAL
MEETING: Tuesdays, Rockingham Room, Memorial Union, 12:30 p.m.
VETERINARY MEDICINE CAREER INFORMATIONAL MEET.ING : Sponsored by
Pre Vet/ Animal Science Department. Marcia
Sawyer, admissions representative from Cornell
University, N.Y. State College of Veterinary
Medicine will be speaking to students interested
in pursuing careers in veterinary medicine. Prevet students and other majors are encouraged to
attend. Tuesday, October 1, Room 202, Kendall,
5p.m.

CAREER INFORMATION TABLE: Sponsored
by Career Planning and Placement. Monday,
September 30, Balcony Table, Memorial Union,
1:30 to 3:30 p.m.

By Beth McCarthy
A new babysitter service is
being offered at UNH to help
students earn money and at the
same time help parents with
their children.
The Commuter/Transfer Center, in room 136 of the MUB
keeps a file of students' names,
interests, and preferred rates
that any parent can look into.
The parent can choose a babysitter, and contact him/her
privately. Currently there are

JEWISHSTUDENTOR GANIZATION: is holding
a general meeting for all new members on
Wednesday, October 3rd, 7:00, McConnell 308
CAREER
.

BILLIARDS TOURNAMENT -STRAIGHT POOL
25-50: Sponsored by Games Room/Office of Student
Activities. Open to all students, faculty, staff and
area residents. Trophies will be awarded. Monday,
September 30, Games Room, Memorial Union,
6:30 p.m., $1 fee. Sign up in the Games Room.

WHAT CAN f DO WITH A MAJOR IN ANIMAL
SCIENCE?: Sponsored by Career Planning and
Placement. Presentation will cover academic
requireme1us in the animal science major and career
possibilities upon graduation. Thursday, October
3, Merrimack Room, Memorial Union, noon to
1 p.m.
·

HEALTH
ALCOHOLIC.S ANONYMOUS-STEP MEETING:
Tuesdays, Wolff House, 12:30 to 1 p.m.

WOMEN'S HISTORY PROGRAM PLANNING
MEETING: Sponsored by Women's Commission.
For all those interested in planning and presenting
the Women's History Program in March 1986.
Friday, October 4, Senate Room, Memorial Union,
2 to 4 p.m.
THE GLOBAL BRAIN: Sponsored by UNH Bahai
Club. Speculations on the Evolutionary Leaf to
Planetary Consciousness. All warmly invited to
attend. Thursday, October 3, Forum Room, Library,
7:30 p.m.
UNH FALL HORSE TRIALS: Sponsore.d by
Animal Science Department and UNH Horseman's
Club. Senior rider championship for the preliminary
and training divisions. Recognized by the US
Combined Training Association. Saturday, October
5 and Sunday, October 6, UNH Light Horse Center,
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Referral servic es
help parent s
twenty names on file.
Jeff Clark, one of the organizers, said any student interested
can sign up to be a babysitter.
He said it is "something we run
to help students who do not
have time to hold down a job
make some money." Students
can babysit in their spare time,
according to their class schedule
and hours are arranged between
the parent and the sitter, said
DAYCARE, page 19

Hall.
The culprit is not so much
"overeating" but "what you're
eating." Along with high scho?l
triends, and Arthur (the family
dog), Mom-the-balanced-m ealplanner was also left behind
when coming to UNH on September 1. The unlimited quantities and variety of food offered
by Dining Services is conducive
to acquire '~ freshmen 15." Yes,
it you sample all three of the
desserts every meal, you increase
yQur chances of gaining weight.
Despite Dining Services' effort to inform students of the
caloric content of various food
items, "If I like it, I take it,'' says

COMPUTER SERVICES
Non-credit courses for a nominal fee are listed
below. Registration is required. Call 862-3526 or
stop by Room 2E, Stoke Cluster. Additional $5
charge for non-USNH personnel. All courses are
held in Stoke Cluster unless otherwise indicated.
DIGITAL STANDARD RUNOFF (VMS): A textformatting program available on VAX/VMS
computers. It can be used, in conjunction with a
text editor, to produce documents such as manus-

cripts, thesis, and resumes. Prerequisites: Beginning

VAX/VMS and Beginninf EDT. Tuesday, October
1, lO a.m. to noon. Fee is 3.

GENERAL
NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENT PROGRAM
OPEN HOUSE: Tuesday, October 1, Underwood
House, Rosemary Lane, 4 to 6 p.m. Call to reserve
child care, 862-3647.

Some of the temptations which threaten to make the freshman
class even larger. (Paula Thorsland photo)

1

........... ........... ...........

I

T ASk Tip of the Day

When feeling overwhelmed by all the studying you have to
do: Break down the "unmanageable whole into manageable
parts." For example, reading 150 pages in textbooks can
be broken down to reading 30 pages a day for 5 days.

...

~~

44MainSt.Durham opendailyfrom9to 5

I

..............................

~

Porch Sale!

The Com.m.on Market

+
+

Almost new clothes (blouses, pants,
jeans, skirts) for sale in junior (women's)
sizes 5-6, 7 -8. Also shoes size 6. Other
items include a car baby seat, winter
dress coats. Saturday Sept. 28. 10 AM
- 4 PM. 28 Fifth St. Dover.

•
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Rosters due Oct. 14
Undergraduate

3 on 3 Basketball .
Men & Women
Season begins Oct. 21
Games are played
Mon.-Thurs.
7:45 p.m.
to 10:00 p.m.
at the Field House

Co-Rec Volleyball
Leagues begin
Oct. 21
Mon.-Thurs.
Games are played
after 6 p.m.
at
New Hampshire Hall Gym
UNH Rec. Sports 862-2031
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Noble speaks of
Soviet experience

THE FAR SIDE

A Positive Point
About Breast Cancer.
Now we can see it before
you can feel it. When it's no
bigger than the dot on this
page.
And when it's 90% curable. With t!:e best chance
of saving the breast.
The trick is catching it
early. And that's exactly
what a mammogram can do.
A mammowam is a sitnple x-ray thats sitnply the
best news yet for detecting
breast cancer. And saving
lives.
If you're over 35, ask
your doctor about
mammography.

By Joe Moreau

According to Noble, the leadThe United States has been ers of th€ US have been lulled
duped into negotiating with the into ne~otiations with the SoSoviet Union on arms control viets. 'Talkrng 1s the worst
said a speaker in Portsmouth thing you can do with communists," he said.
last Friday.
The migration of Eastern
"Talking is the worst thing
you can do with,communists," Europe into the Soviet bloc after
said John Noble, a speaker World War II was the direct
sponsored by CAUSA, (Spanish result of the Allied conferen~e
for cause) an anti-communist at_Yalta before the final defeat
organization dedicated to "pres- of Adolf Hitler, he said.
For those who doubted the
ent a God-affirming perspective
of ethics and morality as a basis true nature of the Soviets, Noble
mentioned the downing of KAL
for society."
Nobel (he calls himself Sir flight 007 in 1983. Noble said
John) also had strong views he had heard reports that KAL
about subjects ranging from 007 had actually been forced to
land fo Soviet territory. Wrecklesbianism to AIDS.
In an hour long speech he also age of another plane, he said,
touched upon the Soviet down- was dumped into the Sea of
ing of Korean Airlines flight Japan while passengers of the
007, the Equal Rights Amend- actual flight were imprisoned
ment, as well as the featured somewhere in the USSR.
His comments on President
topic, his years spent in Soviet
prison camps after World War Reagan's upcoming summit
with Soviet leader Mikhail
II.
He spoke of communism as "Garbagechief'' elicited·laughter
a force of Satan and asserted that from the crowd. On the domesthe Bible taught against it, tic front, Noble said the Equal
though he cited no verses to Rights Amendment is "totally
support the claim. Likewise, he for the lesbians." His assertion
spoke of capitalist Christen- that the AIDS epidemic was a
dom's divine call to put an end curse sent by God upon th'e
homosexuals drew a "amen"
to communism.
By his own assessment Nob le from the audience.
According to a handout, his
wondered if this nation was up
to the task. "Do we realize how ordeal began in 1938. ln"that
decadent we have become?" he year the fifteen ~year old Nob le
intoned to a rapt audience of travelled to Germany with his
about thirty people. Citing father who was in Europe seekwelfare programs and mass ing medical treatment and checkabortion, Noble said the post- ing up on family investments
war US has followed Adolf in the photo industry.
Hitler's Nazi programs.

Give yourself the
chance of a lifetime.™

I~
'SOCIETY"

"Now, I want you all to know this cat's not
from the market-Rusty caught it himself."

********************************
Glenn's Surplus Sales
-

Oct. 6
League games
Mon. - Thurs.
8:45, 9:45, 10:45
Sun. - begin at noon
Snively Arena Teams - 6 players

Co-Rec Bowling
Rosters Due Sept. 30

T earns - 2. men & 2 women

UNH Rec. Sports 862-2031

~

;,w

'-\,..~'?!..~

************************··~~m~

Rosters Due Sept. 30
Classification games,

6:.30 - 8-:00 M-UB Bowling Lanes

New & Used Military Clothing & Equipment
Special: Men's black all-weather coats witbPI
liner comparable to London Fog
.'
$11.95
.

Rt. 16 w. Ossipee, 539-7846
Next to Westward Shores

MENS ICE HO-CKEY

Starting Oct. 7
Mon. - Thurs. evenings

•

By GARY LARSON
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The Nicl1c
Coffccl1oitsc
An Entertainment Alternative
Presents

lLICf € JHERRf EN
folk/ pop/ethnic guitar
Sat., Sept. 28
8:00-12 midnight
Devine Room 7L.
Free Admission
Refreshments served
Funded by PFO
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-----------------------------BLOOD-----------------------------(continued from page 1)

contributed close to 1, 100 pints
Stearns said each pint of blood
of blood. "If we don't make at received is tested for any disleast the 1,000 mark, we'll feel eases or impurities before it is
we've failed our purpose. At a(cepted.
UNH this has never happened. "
"We also use. sterile needles
"We're making an appeal. If from a lab in Manchester,"
students don ' t come in and Stearns said. " The minute
donate, we may fail some of the they're used they're put in a tin
patients," Stearns said.
trash can. When they get them
Stearns said she ·couldn ' t (the neec!es ) to Manchester,
understand the reason for the they are destroyed."
decline in donors. Her guesses
Stearns said UNH students
centered around UNH ' s busy are different than people in
fall and the growing fear of regions where AIDS is a probAIDS (Acquired Immune De- lem.
ficiency Syndrome).
·
"I know what our people are
"You can't get it (AIDS) from like. Kids won't give if they're
giving blood," Stearns said. going to hurt someone," Stearns
"First of all, you 'd be turned said.
down if you showed symptoms
Stearns said UNH gives more
of anything.''

blood percentage wise than even bined, only 25 sisters have of participation to a cold but said
cities like Manchester. "UNH donated blood. Stearns said she she "gave last year."
The blood drive is open
has been a consistent leader hopes the Greek system will
percentage-wise, but we only donate larger quantities as it through today from 10 to 3: 15
in the Granite State Room.
have a total of 714 pints after has done in the past.
Students reasons for not
four days . This isn't even 200
pints a day percentage-wise." donating ranged from fear of ~lll\l'IW-.....~.,._..,.._."'-...-.111._./
Stearns said, "If this is a trend fainting to having colds.
When asked if she had con- f)iooJ
~~·
for the rest of the year, that's
yorns you yearn for
tributed blood, junior Sue Po.,,
.
frightening."
The Greek system, usually a charski said, "No, because I'm
major contributer to the blood prone to fainting when I give
drive only lists 137 pints donat- blood."
ICELANDIC SWEATER
Junior Susan Fleming was
ed in t.he sign up lists. According
WORKSHOP
oblivious
to
the
blood
drive.
to these lists, Phi Kappa Theta
"I didn ' t know th_e y were
donated the most blood (39
pints) , while Sigma Alpha Ep- having it. I gave last spring,
Sun. Sept. 29th.
silon gave one pint and Pi though," Fleming said.
Like many students, junior
Kappa Alpha contributed noCall or come in to preregister.
thing. Of all sororities com- Suzy Daly attributed her lack

----------------BEAUTY --------------(continued from page 5)
parade, and also be invited to
some state functions .
In the Miss Rochester Fair
Pageant, King showed her
talents by singing, "By My Side,"
in which she played Lamar from
Godspell last April. She says
that music is her favorite passtime.

these various contests people
tend to look at her with more
interest. She says sometimes it's
difficult because they are intimidated by her, even though she
says she 's just an ordinary
person. "I just have to take the
initiative with people," she says.

King says her parents are very
She was originally a music proud of her. "My mother put
major at Long Island University, her back out 4 days b€fore the
·but transferred to UNH because Miss New Hampshire Pageant.
she thought it would provide In spite of her reservations
her with a better education. about chiropracters she went
" Long Island," she said, " had to one just so she would be able
to come watch the pageant."
a very apathetic atmosphere."
King is now studying business. However, she has been an
active participant in the UNH
chorus and still plays the flute
and guitar. She says she thought
business would be a more practical major than music, although
music is still her personal
favorite.
King says since she has wpn

Her boyfriend, she says, is a
different story. Although he is
very proud of her, King said,
he is concerned that she is not
made a victim to the ridicule and
harassment by those who don't
realize the seriousness of the
pageant. She says as much as
she tries to raise the awareness
of those who think of pageants

..........................
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as just beauty contests, there
are always those who will continue to think of them as meat
markets.
King says her friends and
housemates are all very excited
and happy for her. She says they
realize she is just an everyday
person.
"One of them even tried to
play a practica_l joke on me by
pretending to be me for this
interview," she said. The housemate was planning to falsify
answers to the interview questions to make King look ridiculous in Th e N ew Hampshire.
" That 's the way I like to be
treated, " King said, " just like
everybody else."
King said that her goal is to
win the Miss New Hampshire
Pageant this May and then
continue on to the Miss Amerka
Pageant. "That," she said ,
"would be a very exciting challenge."

Hello
Gloria!

Always free knitting help for our
customers.

THE YARN BASKET

JWU.BDH
XHE£LS
On your way to class stop by and
choose from a variety of subs
featuring ha·m, turkey and roastbeef. We also have popular
desserts and softdrinks.
Always available is the Falafel
with tahini sauce.
Located in front of
Dimond Library
Mon-Fri, 11 :00 am-1 :30 pm

..
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Tin Palace ·

This week's dinner specials
Boneless Prime Rib

Thursday-Sunday
Scallops in herb sauce

with linguine and salad
Chicken Pesto with

linguine and salad
d h k
I
Broaste c ic en specia
Try a thigh and fries

4.95
4.25
2.25

6.95

Seafood Pie
5.50
Choice of 2 ~
salad-potatoe-rice-vegetab/e

-snack Packs & B·uckets
I ·bl
avai a e to go
·for the game or studying

f

-·
:
:
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Thursday, Friday and Saturday nites - ·this room
can be rented .

i

I
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---------------------COMMUNICATION-------------------(continued from page 1)
more faculty but the kind of
faculty the university is willing
to give us doesn't meet our
needs," McN amee said. "It's
hard· to find people to teach one
course for one year with a
commitment and vested interest
and to buy into our basic philosophy."
Theatre/Communication
chairman Jean Brvwn said,
"Money is the bottom line. We
would love to have more faculty
but it's a problem of balancing
all the issues."
"If you are to commit resources to long range tenured tract
positions, it requires a hard
commitment and you have to
be able to provide it year after
year," Sims said. "The decision
to provide tenure is not lightly
made."
'
11
1£ we were to commit salaries
and raises for tenured tract
positions for someone just
getting out of graduate school,
assuming they would work to
age 65," Brown said, "we are
talking about a commitment of
a million dollars."
As the financial problems of
the department grow, so do the
number of communication majors. "The problem is why are
there so many students," Brown
said. "Students are flooding in
faster .~han we can keep up with
them.
The faculty has considered
several options in limiting the
number of majors in the department, such as requiring a certain
GP A, but a cut-off rule conflicts
with the philosophy of the
university's Liberal Education
policy.

Liberal Arts Assistant Dean both cancelled.
"It's not right that they offer
Ted Kirkpatrick said, "Communications is a popular major classes and just cancel them,"
for students at UNH, and it has Spellman said.
"Students should be outgrown in the last couple of years
but the policy right now is it's raged," Lannamann said .
an open major and we're not "They're paying all this money,
going to say you have to have but with only 91h of us were
such and such of a GPA. Our doin_g as much as we can."
Bill Sims is now working with
philosophy is if you can do the
work and are able to, we'll in-coming majors at the Liberal
provide an opportunity for you Arts Advising Center one day
a week to see why so many
to do it."
Kirkpatrick said he feels students are choosing a Comstudents will soon be spilling munications major and to try
over into other Liberal Arts and tell them it is hard to get
majors, like the Humanities and ·classes, Brown said.
But the faculty feels the
Philosopy.
The only type of monitoring communications major will
the department ·currently uses remain strong in the years to
is a preferance to students with come and student interest will
a B- or better in any one of the not drop as it has for other
three introductory courses (pub- majors such as sociology which
lic speaking, mass communica- was a popular major of the 60'-s.
"The administration thinks
tions and communications and
the numbers will taper off. It
social order).
However Brown said, "It's could happen, but not at the
difficult to enforce. We have two moment," McN amee said.
secretaries dealing with a large "Even if it tapered off to 400
majors, the faculty-student ratio
and complicated department."
While the Dean of Liberal would be 40:1."
"I question if history will
Arts will not allow a cut off
point for declaring commun- repeat itself exactly the way it
ications majors, the classes are did with sociology," Lannamann
overcrowded and majors have said.
''It's not fads that keep stua h~rd time getting their classes.
Junior Communications ma- dents interest, but the substance
jor Dennis Spellman got one of the discipline and quality
class this semester. He prej>re teaching. If we choose faculty
registered (communication ma- wisely, we will maintain the
jors pre-pre register for courses vital interests of the students
before pre-registration begins) so they won't lose interest," said
for four classes but two of his Lannamann.
Two part-time lectureres,
communications classes (Th/Co
595, a special topics class, and Amy Chartoff and Jay Cormier,
Th/Co 580, Broadcast News and t~ach p.ublic speaking, an introPreparation and Delivery) were

ductory communication course. istics majors can choose from.
Chartoff has taught at Phillips McN amee said in three years
Exeter Academy and Cormier she has let one linguistics major
is the director of Public Rela- in one of the courses because
tions at Merrimack College in she just doesn't have the room
for non-communication majors.
Andover, Mass.
"It seems to be getting worse
"We can step back and look
at -the situation and see how we every year," senior Greg Heine
can best serve interests. We can said.
Junior Joan Dambach said,
ad:vise, assist with teaching
duties and add sections," Kirk- "At the beginning of each
semester it's a real mess because
patrick said.
Brown said the department no one hardly ever gets all their
plans to solve some of its courses so a lot of students are
problems by starting a graduate always trying to g~t the few
program, so grad students can available positions in each
teach some of the introductory class."
Some students are also upset
courses and lessen the course
that the department is too
load of the full-time faculty.
McN amee said, "The grad concerned with theory courses
school hasn't happened yet, it's and doesn't offer ·enough pracnot something we can count on." tical knowledge to help students
The Th/Co Department will get jobs after graduation, H~ine
be split so communications will said.
"We never promised a probe their own separate department by the year 1987, Brown ' duction program. There are
said. Other departments want plenty of outlets in production
their students to tak,e public on this campus, STVN,
speaking and other introductory WUNH, Channel 11, the newscommunication courses, McNa- paper, or inte'rsh.ips. The stumee said, but the communica- dents that really want it go out
tions classes are too over- and get something," McN amee
crowded to let a significant said.
"We have never been geared
number of non-majors in while
declared majors don't get toward an applied program and
students are beginning to realize
courses.
"I think it is important to that. Around 50% of the stueducate communication stu- dents are geared toward media,
dents with other majors, but we but now students are seeing
can't afford to let other majors communications not necessarily
in. Educationally it's a crime that oriented toward media but also
towards public relations and
we can't let other majors in."
The Linguistics and Th/Co advertising,'' Sims said.
. He said, "We're doing the
Departments run an interdisciplinary program with three best we can under the present
communication courses lingu- conditions."

-RESEARCH-

CUSTOM T-SHIRT PRINTING
I

<continued from page 4)
Businesses, clubs,, organizations

AMERICAN
CANCER

+

Hats, totes, golf shirts, sweatshirts
Many styles available
No order too small

I

ment they are pleased with our
research."

SOCIETY~

"Research provides an educational medium different from
the classroom," said Mayewski.
"Students who work with faculty
are directly involved in state of
the a'rt research."

N.H. PRINTWORKS
3131 iafayette Road
Portsmouth, N.H. 03801

603-431-8319

Earn your Credits
abroad.
•England
•Israel
•treland
.•Germany
•Spain
•Italy
•Oenmark
•Egypt
• Switzerland
• Mexica
•Canada
•France

~I~..,

r ,.

.. _., ~ j

Join the thousands of stude'nts who
have earned college credits studying
abroad in CCIS programs
Affordable . quality programs
f inanciul aid available .

with

The

PHOTOSMITH
48 Main St. Durham
868-1000
•Same Day Color Print Film
Processing

•Convenient Secure Outside Film Drop.
Leave Film D'iiy Or Night

~Original

•Your Satisfaction Is Guaranteed!

Roils in by 10:30 AM
Finished After 5:00 PM

Coupon Must Accompany Incoming Film
-------------------------~-

EXTRA SET OF PRINTS
SPRING SEMESTER IN DUBLIN

INSTITUTE FOR IRISH STUDIES
12 - l SCREDITS
SUMMER PROGRAMS
AT TRINITY COLLEGE
DUBLIN

Receive a Second Set of Color Prints FREE
with Every Roll
of 110, 126, 35mm, Disc Color Print Film Processed.
Limii2 Rolls Per Coupon
One al'upon Per Order. Expires 9/27 /85
Cannot Be Combined With Other Offers.
Glossy Surface Excluded

--------------------------Coupon Must Accompany Incoming Film

FREE FILM
Dr. John J . . Mc Lean
Mohegan Community College
Norwich, CT 06360
886- 1931 X243

COLLE~E CONSORTIUM FOR INTERNATIONAL SnJDIES

Bring Us Your Roll of Kodak C-41 Or Compatible Color
Print Film For Our Standard Developing And Printing.
And We'll Give You a 24 Exposure Kodacolor VR CP135, CLllO
Or CL126 Replacement Film (or a CVR-15 exposure disc.)
Sizes 135mm., 110, Disc, and 126 only
100.11 ' A in 35mm only; 200 ASA for 110, Disc, and 126
Replacement Film
Limit One Roll Per Coupon
One Coupon Per Customer
No double Discounts
Offer Expires Sept. 27, 1985

The quality of faculty and
individuals has increased, therefore UNH has grown, said ·
Doyle. "Many faculty are well
known nationally and internationally. They are our support
facilities."

MANDATORY
ORGANIZATIONAL
_MEETING
for all
MORTAR BOARD
MEMBERS

~

Monday, Sept. 30
7:00 pm
Room to be announced
Meet in front of MUB Info
Desk
CaJI Dave at 868-5928
:
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Spring '86

EXCHANGE
Informa tion Meetin g

TUESDAY, OCTOBER IST
12:30 PM
CARROLL-BELKNAP
ROOM
MUB
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WANTED
NEW PEOPLE
DEAD OR ALIVE
WUNH needs disc jockeys, engineers , promo-

tion, production and music assistants, and .news
.
people.
Join one of the most progressiv e radio stations
in the country and learn how to be incredibly
hip.

Find out about exchanges to:

San Diego
State University

Quebec

Additional Information:

University of
California
at
Santa Cruz

Dean of Students Office
Huddleston Hall

All interested bodies must go to

HAMILTON SMITH, 1').7,
OCTO BER lst _at 7:00 pm.

862-2050

THE STRAF FORD HOUS E

ACCOMMODATIONS
Single and Double occupancy rooms
Electric heat with individual thermostats
Wall to wall carpeting
All rooms completely furnished.
Refrigerator, stove, and sink in each room
Telephone and television jacks
Parking available
Laundromat
, Lounge area
Year-round Patio
· The Strafford House and The Strafford Manor are located
' in the heart of Durham, N.H. with all the facilities of the
University of New ·Hampshire within walking distance.

Rental Office at
The
Strafford House
868-2192
14 Strafford Ave.
Durham, N.H.
Office hours
9-4, M-F

CONTACT MAJOR TOM TAYLOR
ZAIS HALL 862-1078
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Editorial
·Prote ct qualit y first
The Theater and Communications Departmenf s upsurge in popularity is causing
problems for faculty and students alike.
Oversized classes are denying students
quality- in their education, a quality they
have the right to demand. Advisors are
being frustrated in their attempts to give
their advisees the individual attention they
need. The question the Department appears
to face is whether to employ more faculty,
or cut the numbers of students declaring
a Theater and Communications major.
The Department has a dilemma on its
hands. Bringing in extra tenured faculty
would provide relief to the under-staffed
classes now, but could cause more problems
later. Theater and Communication s has
not as yet gained the same status as the
"evergreen" majors such as English,
economics or history. If the major's current

popularity turns out to be merely a passing
"fad," an investment now in tenured faculty
could mean UNH finds itself commited
to paying huge sums of money for staff it
does not need later. Sociology, for example,
was for a time the rage among students
picking a major, but its popularity has since
declined. The same could happen to Theater
and Communications.
Another way to reduce class size would
be to require students to attain a certain
grade ·point average before allowing them
to declare the major. But this would hardly
be fair cons idering such criteria are not
applied to other majors.
One solution which could avoid both
pitfalls might be found by attracting
temporary faculty to the department by
offering them particularly lucrative, but
temporary, contracts. Courses could oe
taught by a combination of faculty who are

taking leaves of absence from ~heir own
universities, and full-time professionals
who want to turn their hand to teaching.
Professionals could come from both theater
and industry to teach drama and public
relations.
While some tenured UNH faculty might
raise an eyebrow at the fat salaries paid
to the newcomers, they would at least be
compensated by more satisfactory teaching
conditions, and the advantage of secure
employment.

1

The present situation is intolerable for
students and faculty alike, and should be
dealt with decisively. If the University
allows problems like this to linger, it could
compromise the University's overall drive
towards its goal of academic excellence.
That would be the most expensive option
of all.

Letters
have told Mr. Stevens all about John
Davis seeing the need for a structured Greek government and thus
developing and putting into action
the Greek System Senate. John's
idea was a great one and the Senate
To the Editor:
There are a few inaccurate state- did exactly what he and others had
ments I would like to rectify in hoped. A renewed sense of Greek
Glenn Stevens' article in Tuesday's pride began to take over the system
edition of The New Hampshire as the inter-Greek chaos was ended.
In a short conversation Mr.
titled "Greek Senate future unclear."
•John Davis was not lnterfrater- Stevens could have had enough
nity Council President but rather. information from me to clearly
the first Greek System Senate explain the renewed strength in
the lnterfraternity and Pan Hellenic
President.
•Chris Destefano and Fritz Habe- Councils. I would have told him that
nicht are President and Vice- with the renewed interest in the
Presidents of Tau Kappa Epsilon Greek System the roles of IFC and
Fraternity, (not Tau Kappa Alpha). Pan Hel have grown a great deal.
•Greg Nolan is not a Senator from They have been forced to deal with
Sigma Beta b1,1.t rather President many issues they have not dealt with
in years. Among these are social,
of the Fraternity.
•The Interfraternity Council did judicial and expansion issues.
exist three years ago. In fact the Thanks to strong leadership and
IFC at UNH dates back to the active involvement from IFC and
Pan Hel members these two bodies
1920's.
•Lastly, the future of the Greek are on the verge of once again being
able to govern the Greek system
System Senate is not all unclear.
What is unclear is Mr. Stevens' as they once did and as is the case
article. It is unfortunate that Mr. on most campuses across the counStevens did not contact me.first try.
All Mr. Stevens had to do was
when writing his article. I could
have made his job much easier and ask me and I would have told him
saved myself a lot of time by not that the officers of the Greek Senate
have been discussing a restructuring
having to write this letter.
Perhaps the article would have of the Greek government since last
been clearer if it gave·a short history year. We are all in agreement that
of Greek government at UNH. In the time has come for a change
the pre-1970's Greek life was very within the system but not without
big on campus and the IFC and Pan caution. As of now there are no
Hellenic were the ruling bodies. concrete plans for the future but
With the 1970's came a lack of the future is not at all unclear. We
interest in Greek life across the have discussed many ideas and have
country. It was time to be anti- a good sense of what will take place.
establishment and what is more When these plans are finalized, we
establishmental than a fraternity in the Greek government will be
or sorority. During this time and more than happy to make them
into the mid-eighties the once public. Until then we appreciate

Greeks

strong Pan Hellenic and Interfra- the coverage but wish for better

ternity Councils did little more than
organize the rush period for the
chapters. There was very little
structure within the sy~tem .
With a simple interview I could

communication between our officers and The New Hampshire staff.
Rich Mazzocca

Admission s
To the Editor:
Having read and agreed to Patricia Crawford's article "Admissions Thwarts Housing" (U niver-

s ity Forum, 17 Sept 85 ), I feel
compelled ·ro reply to a recent
"Letter to the Editor" written by
Interim Director of Residential Life
Scott Chesney.
In reference to her article, Chesney argues that "It is unfair to damn
Admissions because more students
than ever before decided that UNH
was the school of their choice. We
should all be proud that our reputation as an outstanding school
is r~pidly increasing."
Yes, it is indeed wonderful that
"ole UNH" has successfully climbed
the ladder of academia. However,
our ability to house these fresh
young minds is NOT "rapidly
increasing." The infamous lottery
imposed on returning students
lends credence to my argument;
even with over 300 upper-dassmen
out of the dorms, freshmen are still
placed in less-than-ideal housing
conditions.
Because on-campus housing (or
lack thereof) chronically plagues
UNH, the most logical remedy
involves the curtailment of the
"open arms" syndrome afflicting
our illustrious Admissions Department. Each year, Admissions heavily overbooks. Where do they expect
Resi-Life to house these extra
freshmen? Will we find them in
wall-papered dumpsters next fall?
Past experience is a blatant .indicator that far too many students
are being admitted to the University.
Furthermore, I do believe that
one can "turn off enrollments like
a water faucet." Once the housing
quota has exceeded itself, Admissions should turn off those damn

dollar signs which flash ever so
brightly in their eyes. After all, the
student's needs should supercede
tl1e greed of Admissions. What good
does it do the student to be in this
"outstanding school" if most of
his/her energy is being expended
in the war against poor housing?
Chesney thinks that the tone of
Crawford's article "suggests an
adversial relationship exists between Admissions (the bad guys)
and Residential Life (In a rare
appearance as the good guys)." No,
Mr. Chesney, I don't think Crawford's tone reflects this sort of
relationship between the two ad-

ministrations. The adversial relationship exists between Admissions
(the bad guys) and the UNH
student (the victim. Again.).
Karen Sveinbjornsson

Write to your
newfjJaper
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University Forum
By Lori Norris.
EXtusE ME youNr:, MAN;

I

6~1.liVi I~ MO"-E

GuAL1FtE.O T~AN you IN

Irle!~•==·;;, Tll.EATIN~ SPAAft./"·

Go West
A typical mid-January day: Bracing ag~inst the
frigid northeast wind, students trudge to class
through the ice and slush of another Durham winter.
However, a few UNH students will encounter
a much different scenario when they start school
next semester. These lucky few wi.ll be trading in
their parkas and gaiters for OP shorts and Vuarnets.
Instead of seeing ever-mounting snow drifts
enveloping the MUB, they'll witness the sights
of a winter day io Southern California: flowers
blooming, Dolf in shorts inching by. and scores of
supine students soaking in some 77-degree solar
radiation.
Rather than "hearing a howling blizzard, their
ears will pick up the sounds of the southland: birds
singing, Krishna devotees chanting and earnest
young scholars suggesting to each other, "Hey,
bud, let's blow off cak and go surfing."
These will be the 40 or so UNH students who
will spend next semester on the San Diego State
University exchange program.
Obviously, a winter in the hedonistic environs
of Southern California is not for everyone. Since
arriving here, I've had numerous New Englanders
tell me, "I couldn't live there; I'd miss the change
of seasons," or "I hate that laid-back California
attitude," or simply "There are too many friggin'
weirdos out there."
But I know there must be others at UNH who
are thinking, "Yeah, I love the seasons here, but
I think I could mi.,s half a freezing winter and the
better part of a muddy spring and still survive."
It is to these students that this column is directed.
But before you go rushing out to buy a suvfboard
rack for your bug, I have a few caveats about life
at SDSU.
First, the school-SDSU is big (as in 34,000.)
If you think the lines for registration, financial
aid, et. al., are long at UNH, guess again. Parking
is another problem. For $26 you can get a parking
sticker, but with three permits issued for each actual
parking space, the decal is little more than a hunting
license for an endangered species.
However, the main difference between UNH
and SDSU is not size, but attitude. The idea that
one should graduate from college in four years so prevalent here - is almost non-existant there.
For most SDSU students, college is an experience
that should be savored slowly, like an ice-cold Corona
on a hot night in Ensenada. Many schools have

By Jeffrey Miller
fifth-year seniors; SDSU has third~year freshmen
("Hey, I woulda been a sophomore this year, but
I got a no-credit in Advanced Hacky-sack").
As a rule, professors at SDSU are fairly tolerant
of this mellow ethic, perhaps because they too
occassionally blow off class on a nice day. Some
profs even socialize with their studer;us after class;joining them for a pitcher or two at Monty's Den,
the campus pub.
But despite its reputation as a party school and
a curriculum that includes such courses as "Leisure
and Terrorism," SDSU is not without academic
distinction. Several statewide studies have found
it to be the best of the 19 California State University
campuses, and U.S. News and World Report recently
chose it the fourth-best comprehensive university
west of the Mississippi.
However, I doubt that academics will be a major
concern among those UNH students who go on
the exchange. They will be traveling 3,000 miles
to engage in such uniquely San Diegan activities
as:
•Trying to descend the cliffs above Black's Beach
witho:ut falling to one's death into a crowd of nude
geriatric sunbathers.
•Counting the economy cars (i.e Meres and
Beemers) on Prospect Place in .ha Jolla.
•Feasting on came asada burritos at three in the
morning at a Roberto's taco stand with the entire
membership of the Santee chapter of the Hell's
Angels.
•Being packed into Monty's on a Friday afternoon
with hoards of loud, drunken, sweaty frat rats (an
experience not to be missed!).
• Getting sprayed with rancid Budweiser at the
Bacchanal by "Country Dick" Montana of the Beat
Farmers (San Diego's No. 1 local band).
Yes, all this and more awaits the adventurous
few who choose to head West next semester. Of
course, you can stay here for another "invigorating"
Durham winter. Personally, I plan to be sitting
next to a barbeque pit, sipping a cool one and
watching the breakers at Mission Baeach.
.
A meeting for those interested in participating
in the San Diego State University exchange program
will be held next Tuesday, Oct. 1, in the CarrollBelknap Room of the MUB.
Jeffery Miller is a reporter for The New Hampshire.

Voice your opini on
in the forum
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- STOR:M~------------------------------------------------------(continued from page 1)
campus, including generators
and water pumps. The department's apparatus has been
dispers,~d to three separate
locations across campus to avoid
"putting alf our eggs in one
basket," said Fire Chief Captain
William Cote.

warning people to stay inside.
People living close to the
water's edge might join the
evacuees in the Field House,
Cote added. University and
Town emergency services will
be providing mutual assistance
during the hurricane.

"The University will do everything it can to ensure residents ai:e protected," said Dean
of Students_]. Gregg Sanborn.

Student volunteers from the
Forestry department and ROTC
are backing up about 30 fulltime fire staff. Durham ambulance staff will be "sleeping
over," Cote added.

The ferocity of the-storm
depends on whether it hits land
before striking the Eastern
Seaboard, according to weather
forecasts.

The Durham/UNH Fire Department spent much of yesterday checking equipment across

Fallen power lines also pose
a danger to anyone caught
outside, officials said yesterday,

back," he said.
"Everyone is encouraged to
stay indoors," Flanders said,
adding that students should also
stay away from windows.
Classes and all other activities
were cancelled following a meeting at the Dean of Students
Office last night. ,

Health Services could be
backed up by a MASH unit from
Pease Airforce Base if necessary,
said Health Services Director

Doctor Peter Patterson. Hood
House has stocked up with
intra-veinous solutions and will
be in contact with area medical
services throughout the storm,
he said.
"We stand prepared," he said,
adding that about 35 staff are
on_sta_nd-by.
In the event of power outages
priority for emergency powe;
will be given to run refrigerators
in research laboratories containing "difficult to replace" and
"dangerous" substances, according to an information sheet
circulated to faculty and staff

yesterday.
Staff were also urged to
remove important material
from the vicinity of windows.
Faculty living close to campus
are being encouraged to call the
Dean of Students Off ice to
·volunteer their help in dormitories and evacuation centers.
Two telephone numbers have
been reserved for emergency
assistance: 862-1212 and 8622232. Officials urged that calls
to these numbers be restricted
to emergency only. Routine
information can be obtained at:
862-1460.

------------------------------CRIME----------------------------ically involve the police, Straus
said. Invoking police_and judicial
action can cause more problems
than it solves, according to
Straus.
Children who are removed
from the house will meet "confirmed ·criminal types," and are
likely to suffer serious problems
with their self-image, Straus
said.
"The record of the reform
school movement in the US is
that it does the opposite," he
said.
One problem coping with
serious in-family crime is "You
can't be both a loving family

member and a jailer," Straus
said.
While admitting that college
students do not reflect a faithful
cross-section of families across
the nation, Straus said because
students tend to come from
more affluent families, with
higher levels of stability and
education, the results · of the
survey are likely to err on the
conservative side.
The definition of crime-Was
another factor taken into consideration for the survey. While
Straus decided that he would
apply exactly-the same legal
criteria to define crime, whether

(continued from page 1)
committed within or outside a
family,'he admitted that many
families do not.
Theft is not always treated
as theft within a family, Straus
said. "Since the family is supposed to share things the exact
property boundaries are not that
clear," he said.
Straus states in his book that
"a related reason for not applying the same rules about crime
to families as to strangers , is
that families are different."
"The police and the courts
cannot be expected to understand the u~ique circumstances
of each family, and they cannot
be

depen~ed

on to take actions

•~·························•
i DOVER VIDEO i•
••:
•:•
• . 390 Central Ave.

which are in the best interest
of either the person committing
the crime or the family as a
whole," he writes.
Crime within families is not
necessarily worse now than it
has ever been, Straus said, but
it could be affected by external
forces. The social upheaval
during the ·sixties, while beneficial for the rights of blacks and
vi:om~n, may have had a negative impact on other codes of
behavior.
..Inevitably, people want to
question the things you don't
want them to question," Straus
said.
Straus said he hopes the book,

the latest of nine he has written
about what he describes as "the
darker side of family life," will
stimulate further investigation
by criminologists and sociologists into the subject of crime
in the family.
Straus said it is a problem
which needs attention. "Family
researchers have tended to
ignore the possibility that crime
may be as much a part of the
family as it is a part of other
spheres of life, and criminologists have tended to ignore the
possibility that families may be
involv~d in crime as much as
any other group or type of
person.

•
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·V aluable Work
Experience In:
-Public Relations
-Marketing
-Personnel
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Arts & Features
New local entertainment for UNH & Seacoast
By Jim Sullivan
From the outside, the weathered, brick building appears
no different than others in the
city. The windows are ordinary
windows and the facade is wide
and barren. Yet the fact that it
has no distinguishing features
is genuinely misleading.
Once inside, the grandeur of
the century-old concert hall
evokes a sense that the buildi!lg

has been the site of hundreds
of masterful moments in entertainment. It also promises many
more.
The Portsmouth Music Hall,
unobtrusively located at 28
Chestnut Street, is scheduled
to reopen October 26. Closed
in 1982 after many years as a
movie theater, the former Civic
Theatre had long been a cultural
fixture on the Seacoast.
"qur g_oal is to make the hail

comtortable and return it to the
community as quickly as we
can," says Sandi Mitchell, director of Marketing and Public
Relations for the restoration
of the theatre.
The Music Hall will provide
the " really colorful variety of
shows it was known for in its
heyday," s~ys Miss Mitchell.
Opened m 1878, the Civic
Theatre presented opera, symphonies and plays, and in 1908
began showing silent movies

as well.
Already on the calendar in the
fledgling Music Hall's makeshift
office are jazz violinist Jean-Luc
Ponty, Motown's Persuasions,
the comedy troupe, Second City,
"A Chorus Line," rockers The
Del Fuegoes, and "The Nutcracker Suite."
The inaugural ot the Music
Hall's '85 season begins with the New Hampshire Symphony
Orchestra's October 26 performance of "Overture to the
Seacoast," with James Bolle
conducting.
" We'll continue to look for
that kind of mix," says Miss
Mitchell, of the diverse pro- ·
gram.
Offering this wide variety of
entertainment will inevitably
attract students of the UNH
population. "There are established audiences in the area for
certain performances," explains
Miss Mitchell, "and we'd like
to draw the others out."

Soon to be! filled seats on the floor of the nearly restored Music
Hall. (Andrea Edgar photo)

The Music Hall has a capacity
of 905. Its horseshoe balcony
allows almost as much seating
upstairs as down so that the
furthest point from the stage

Va$ts gives UNH recital
The highlight of the evening torms monthly series around
By Ami Walsh
Flutist Peggy Vagts per- was Vagts' unaccompanied per- the local area.
formed a Faculty Recital for a formance of "Trois Pieces por
Last spring, Vagts was on
captivated Johnson Theater Flute," a work composed by
audience Tuesday evening. The Pierre Ferround. The flutist's sabbatical researching flute
Associate Professor of Music tone articulation was superb; music by women composers. She
at UNH gave a performance high pitches were brillian-tly traveled to California and Michthat opened with Bach's "Sonata clear and low tones were strong igan seeking out classical comin E-Flat Major, BWV 1031," .. and solid. The dynamics were position for the flute. There is
accompanied by Ruth Edwards sensitively executed. The chal- relatively little classical material
on piano, the duo presented lenging solo passage displayed composed for flute, Vagts exthree movements of varying Vagts' superb talent. The solo plained.
l;iad been the result of two year"
tempo.
of rehearsing._
After a while playing can
It was a flawless performance
very repetitive," she
become
of the classical legend, begin"I played the piece in 1983,"
ning with "Allegro Moderato," said the flutist, "and since then said. "There are a lot of una leisurely tempo of llllling I've been working on it 'on-and- known composers out there that
deserve to be heard."
grace. The piece followed by off'."
"Siciliano," a slower, sublime,
Though Johnson Theater
Vagts said she was pleased
somewhat mournful passage;
and ending with the energetic with the overall performance held a light audience of about
"Allegro," a brisk, enjoyable of the recital. She admitted there a hundred listeners, Vagts was
were a few mistakes but that is pleased with the turn-out.
- conclusion.
to be expected in a public
Vagts and Edwards also pe~formance.
paired for the closing piece,
"This is a size I would expect
"Duo for Flute and Piano," by
"The tun ot a live perfor20th ~entury composer, Aaron mance," Vagts explained, "is from a University," she said.
Copland. Like Bach's piece, the that its not predictable - there's "Most students are interested
in the Top 40's, which is much
composition had three move- an element of dange('
more accessible than Classical
ments of moderate, slow and
ln addition to playing ancl music. However," she added,
fast tempos. However, the conthe flute, Vagts plays "students might find they enjoy
teaching
temporary composition added
an interesting neo-classical with the New Hampshire Sym- Classical if they just made the
- phony Orchestra, which per- effort."
twist.

1s a mere seventeen rows.
"The building has the distinc!..
advantage of being built for
music," according to Miss Mitchell. "Accoustically this place
is f;:i.bulous."
Rounded corners and a domed
ceiling make it possible to "snap
your fingers on stage. and hear
it throughout the building."
Owners Lewis Shaw andJerry
and Gretchen Weiss of Contin-

RenovatfonoCtnehail is "a
. compatible blend of the ol<;l and
the new," say the owners.
Workers have installed new
dressing rooms, a concession
stand, rest rooms, and heating,
lighting, sound and electrical
systems. The original decorative
work is being refurbished to
maintain the Hall's historic
value.

ental Properties Limited pur·

When its new owners anchased ~he building in June of
this year. They describe their nounced the "monumental proplan to bring back the theater ject" of reviving the Hall on July
as "an expression of (their) 18, the press release for the
long-time artistic interests and restoration stated that "the
as an opportunity to _preserve evolution of the Portsmouth
an excellent architectural asset (Music Hall) reflects the Amer- ican passion fo_r _entertaim!lent.':
for_ the city."

Flutist Peggy Vagts performed last Tuesday in the Jo_h nson
Theatre. (Frank C. photo)

I
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Dire Straits
Brothers in Arms
Warner Brothers

.....

By Cathy McCarron
Dire Straits has earned their
number one spot as top selling
album in America with their
latest masterpi~ce, "Brothers
in Arms."
Having added a sax, trumpet,
and extra percussions, "Brothers
in Arms" displays a far more
exotic, complex sound than
found in earlier Straits' albums.
The band has only two of its
original members, bassist John
Illsey, and producer, songwriter,
lead singer, and guitarist Mark
Knopfler. (Among those who
left the band is David Knopfler,
Mark's brother.)
Yet, due to Knopfler, their
sound has remained distinctly
Dire Straits'. This new album
mixes the lively, hard rocking
" Money for Nothing/' which
is incidentally Knopfler's first
number one single, with jazzy,
quiet tunes like "Your Latest
Trick."
Dire Straits' last studio album,
"Love Over Gold," was produced
in 1982. But the time off has
been beneficial to the group.
During the three year lapse,
Knopfler dabbled in production,
(Bob Dylan's "Infidels " and
Aztec Camera's "Knife"), as
well as wrote the scores for the
critically acclaimed films, "Cal"
and "Local Hero."
"Brothers in Arms"' first
song, "So Far Away" is reminiscent of their earlier albums
with its simple lyrics and laid
back, almost sparse music. But
"Walk of Life" departs from the
norm, adding a melodic, lively
song, aided by the prominent
keyboards of Alan Clark and Guy
Fletcher.
"¥our Latest Trick" features
Knopfler's raspy voice intertwined with the sorrowful saxaphone of Michael Brecker. It
sounds very much like a Steely
Dan song. The lyrics help to
convey the defeating, mellow
song with "Like a Bowery bum
when he finally understands/The bottle's empty and there's
nothing left."
"Ride Across the River," the
album's longest song, has a
moody, jungle beat to it, with
crying flutes' bringing a haunting sound. There is a faint sound
of crickets in the background,
completing the wildlife scenario.
Following on the album is
" The Man's Too Strong," a
country rock ballad which at the
chorus of "the man's too strong"
comes a crescendo of guitar
chords-emphasizing the singer's (a criminal) desperation.
In direct contrast is "Why
Wor.ry," a beautiful, said song.
There is calm, simple acoustic
strumming blended with keyboards to evoke a starlike,
magical sound. This starlike
quality makes you believe the
lyrics' promise that "there will
be laughter after pain."
"One World" displays
Knopfler's guitar expertise. The
masterful mixing of guitar
sounds dominate a small, but
effective harpsichordic inflection.
"Brothers in Arms," the title
track, is the group's most haunting song. Beginning with the
noise of thunder, a soothing,
though ominous guttar ~nters,
with organ music, setting us up
for serious, whispered lyrics.

By far the deepest song,
Knopfler sings, "There's so
many different worlds/ So many
different suns/ And we have just
one world/ But we live in
different ones.
With a few lines from "Walk
of Life," "and after all the
violence and the double talk,/
There 's just a song in all the
trouble and the strife," we are
assured that down-to-earth Dire
Straits \Yill yield more great
.1 lbums.

w

"'
Squeeze
Cosi Fan Tutti Frutti
A&M Records
By Jeffrey Miller
As many top recor~ing aces
have learned, success in pop
music does not diminish the
field's competitiveness, it only
presents a more formidable
adversary-one's own retputation. This foe seems to have
done in Squeeze, questionably
the top British pop band of the
last decade.
In the wake of their disappointing solo effort last year,
songwriters Chris Difford and
Glenn Tilbrook decided to reform the group that once dominated the U.K. singles charts.
But while " Cosi Fan Tutti
Frutti" sounds much better than
the Difford and Tilbrook LP,
viewed in the context of
Squeeze's past recordings, it
continues a downward trend
begun on 1982's "Sweets For
a Stranger."
The problem certainly does
not lie in the album's instrumental sound. Powered by the brisk
drumming of Gilson ·Lavis and
caressed by Julian Holland's
lilting keyboard work, Squeeze
remains a highly entertaining
outfit. And the group's vocalsTilbrook's sweet McCartneyesque strains under cut by
Difford's gravely harmonyhave never been better. ·
Part of the problem is the
LP's musical style. Ditching
quasi-Motown feel of "Sweets
For a Stranger," the new album
tries to recapture the energetic
power pop of ther bands earlier
material while simultaneously
straining to sound "modern"
(mainly through the heavy
handed use of drum synthesizers.)
Compounding this clash of
styles is the material. Squeeze's
classic single~ were instantly
infectious, but had enough subtle quirks to remain interesting
after repeated listenings. On
' such songs as· "Big Beng" and
"No Place Like Home," the
quirks are there, but the fetching
pop hooks are conspicuously
absent. The "Magic " of
Squeeze's early hits is missing.
The lyrics suffer a similar fate.
Since the group's inception, the
protagonist of a Squeeze song
has invariably been a jilted lover
seeking solace in a bottle of ale.
On the new album, the characters .still spend a great deal of
time in nubs. but now thev are

older men with familiar responsibilities.
"He was drunk as a Lord with
a tyre-marked hat/Falling in
the hall on top of the
cat/Singing Viva Espana/to a
crying wife ... "
This change is probably meant to reflect the aging of the
songwriters. Aging, however,
is not the same thing as maturity. When Difford and Tilbrook
sing "I Won't Ever Go Drinking
Again," you hope they mean it.
The only song which the
lyrics address something more
meaningful than drunken marital disputes is "Heartbreaking
World." Co-written by Difford
and Holland, the song is a wellintentioned, if somewhat overwrought, commentary on the
tragic nature of current events.
Beyond their subject matter,
the lyrics also lack the wry, Elvis
Costello-style word play that
used to make Squeeze songs so
endearing. As with the melodies, the "magic" is clearly gone.
"Cosi Fan Tutti Frutti" is not
a b, d album. It is very listenable,
if unspectacular. However, it
utterly fails to compete with the
reputatuion Squeeze has garh c1 ed for top-quality pop.

to hurt one another, yet no one
feels anything.
Similar is "The Murder of
Love." As the title indicates, an
inevitable eternal reality is
subject to a mortal threat that,
of course, does not really touch
it.

Stevie Ray Vaughan and Double Trouble
Soul to Soul
By Arthur Lizie
Stevie Ray Vaughan and double Trouble's new album Soul
to Soul has all of the energy and
stamina of their first two albums.
Although nothing is as striking to hear the first time as
Vaughan 's previous release
"Couldn't Stand the Weather,''
it stands well as a collection of
competent blues boogie/bar
room songs.
Double Trouble has doubled
with the addition of key-boardist
Reese Wynans and saxaphonist
Joe Sublett. In spite of this, the
sound is not as full as that of
the last album.
The rhythm section of
drummer Chris Layton and
bassist Tommy Shannon are
their usual reliable selves, serving up a constant throbbing
Propaganda
backbeat for Stevie Ray's guitar
heroics.
A Secret Wish
As usual, lyrics run the gamut
Island Records
lost love to found love. If
from
Larkin
By Sue
you want a good time, listen to
Despite it pretention, this his music, if you' re looking for
album is fun dance music.
poetics or social commentary,
Propaganda, a Scandinavian this is not the place to search.
group consisting of Michael
His vocals are as good as they
Mertens, Suzanne Trytas, Clau- have to be, nothing great, but
dia Briicken and Ralf Dorpier, a fine compliment to the focal
presents a trendy, fresh, attrac- point, his guitar.
tive package with songs that
The album opens up as his
almost resemble their intended other two have, with an all out
theme of dreaming.
instrumental attack. In "Say
To illustrate, the first side of What!," wah wah pedal guitar
the record opens with the is pitted against bouncing keylengthy "Dream Within A boards. After pulling out all the
Dream." Interspersed are au- stops on this song, the band
thoritative speakers, sensuous never lets up.
saxophones, and Claudia BriikThe first side, including stanen's nasal vocals.
douts " Look At Little Sister"
and
dance
to
song
good
as
It's
and "Ain't Gone 'n' Give up On
do drugs to.
Love," appears to be heavily
Continuing the theme, the influenced by Eric Clapton's
album is neatly closed by "The Derek and the Dominos period.
Last Word/Strength to Dream," The bar room keyboards which
a firm ending with a strong beat. lay a firm foundation for trips
The most notable song on the through American blue's classic
album is "Duel," marked by licks give this feeling.
clever instrumentation and efOf the five cover songs, a full
fective, choppy lyric.>. It is half of the album, Willie Dixon's
preceeded by 'Jewel," a pleasant "You'll Be Mine" is given the
instrumental.
most powerful reading.
A good deal of Propaganda's
It is only fitting that in these
slickness may be attributed to years of patriotic chest beating
the impressive array of musi- someone should choo~e to recians and producers, including vive a truly great American art
former Japan leader, David form, the blues. If anyone is
Sylvian and Trevor Horn of worthy of bringing them back
Frankie Goes to Hollywood to life, it is Stevie Ray Vaughan
.fame, who have helped out on and Double Trouble.
this first album.
Propaganda fuses psychedelia
This stylish,. trendy group
with synthesizer pop and un- plays the kind of music you
derlines sado-masochistic sen- might hear at an exclusive
timents. In "Duel," Briiken Manhatten party. Propaganda
sings "The first cut don't hurt is pretentious but tongue-inat all/ The second only makes cheek, and the balance is fine
you wonder." As in "Sorry for enough that the album is sucLau~hin~," characters attempt
cessful.
1
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MUSO presentsin the UNH MUB Pub ... .
-

Friday
September 27

Rock-A-Billy-Rock with

THE ELECTRIC
CAVES · Students $2.00
Non-students $3.00
Doors Open at 8 PM

AND

,

Saturday
September 28
J

'P INK PANTHER
· NIGHT IN THE PUB
THE PINK PANT .HER
STRIKES AGAIN - 7:30 PM
&

'

RETURN OF. THE PINK
PANTHER - 9:30 PM

;
l

I

I

'I
I

Students $1.00
Non-students $2.00
Must be 18 or older/Positive proof of age required

-
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COMICS

--SIGI--

GARFIELD

By JIM DAVIS
c.JU5T A'O I

T~OUGHT.

I T'S c.JOST EYEBALLS

AN'7A

eow

-GORS KY-

----

~ \, ...,,,, ..

-- ~,9-21

(continued from page 3)
discover how research can better
inform policy makers, and will
help to increase the public's
knowledge of the subject. "It's
hard for people to conceive of
hitting an elderly person,"
Pillemer said. "Imagine punching your grandmother. This
issue needs to be brought home
to people."

Jf'M !?AV%

.

DOONESB URY

""*"

By GARY TRUDEAU

HEY, .BlOW

n (}{fT YOUR

(continued from page 3)
which was funded through an
Elliot grant given to her department, last summer. She said,
"People relate more to data if
it is analyzed in terms of their
own community or region. People need to know the consequences of their decisions on themselves, their family, and society
at large."
By publicizing the study, she
said she is informing people and
helping them make choices
about their actions, while simultaneously aiding the state in the
development of programs.

--OLD-(continued from page 3)

....

BLOOM COUNTY
OH,1He

Wff()l~ 1HINfl

15 SIMPlY

By BERKE BREATHE D
\'SYCl-\IATR IC HELP

5¢
• DR. LUCI'

~

PUT .

will allow a: farger number of
students to benefit from the
program by making it more
available to them."
Changes have also been made
to the computer itself. Three
new sections have been added
to the program (coping, preparing and next steps) while
the other sections have been
improved according to Sakovich.
Holmes would like to see
more people using the system.
"The program is no good unless
it is used," he said. By offering
the system to all the different
colleges at UNH he hopes to
achieve this goal.
Sakovich also stressed the
importance of gett~ng and using
the system. "Every decision you
make now will effect the rest
of your life, and SIG! Plus can
help you think about that future."

8Vick's
(iQOD ~D ~ND °'DRINKS

• 1·-------MON.-- ------ 1•

SHOE

By Jeff MacNelly

L - Franks & Beans w/ Brow:
Bread
D - Teriyaki Kabob
•-------~UES.--------11•

EXCUSE. ME., W '(OU UAVE.
A CARD TUAr ~A"(~ .'YOU'r2E.
-n-IS. CNt..~ GU"( FOfZ ME.''?. ..

L - Hot Roast Beef Sandwich
D - Herb Fried Chicken

-----WED. ---L _ Open-Faced Burger w/
Mushroom Gravy
D - American Chop ,Suey
---:rHURS .--.L _Grilled Ham & Cheese
D - Veal Marsella

11----FRT
L-Fis.
D - Seafoo,

ter

11----SAT.---D - N.Y. Sirloin

.'
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---------------------------BLUBBER---------------------------<continued from page 6)
Michelle Parker, a freshman
from Fairchild. "If I see pasta800 calories-it- doesn't- stop
me.·
·
Late night studying can also
be a dangerous time in avoiding
"freshmen 15." Don't fall prey
to the logic "that because I am
working hard studying, I deserve
a treat." Plan ahead for study
breaks and stock up on fruit so
you don't send out for pizza. "In
our refrigerator we have cheese
and crackers, apples and plums,
and O.J." says Parker.
Aside from the study-break

and dining hall excuses, the
biggie is socializing. At UNH
and colleges across the country,this is defined by caloric
intake. This may sound bizarre,
but it is true.
Students don ' t hang out at
Huddleston for an hour each
night simply to eat. Scenery
keeps them there. And, it would
be a bit obvious if someone sat
there with nothing in front of
them. The logic is - I'll go get
coffee and dessert; of course I
won't eat it. Sure, it just disappeared by itself. Few find it hard

to recall when they were a child

how their parents had to fight
to keep them at the dinner table
and practically force food .down.
their throat. Times have
changed.
It is a rare occasion on a
Thursday, Friday, or Saturday
night when alcohol doesn'~
make its appearance at a social
function. Alcohol is no better
than banana splits in preventing
"freshmen 15." "I am not thinking about calories when I am
at a party," says Levesque. The

drinking is bad enough by itself, house and swim at least twice
but for some strange reason, a a week."
cheeseburger sub tastes so ·good
It is too early to tell how many
after a person's had a few drinks. freshmen will fall prey. Since
Only in the fourth week of the most students do not have scales
semester, Parker admits, ''I've in their rooms, the progress of
lost count of how many times "freshmen 15" is rarely monI've been to Karl's, and the only itored. An early symptolI} is
times I go are when I'm with when you notice that your jeans
my boyfriend."
see.m a bit snug ancl you blame
Is it possible to lead a healthy it on the dryer. For all those
social life and avoid "freshmen freshmen who say, "Not me,"
15?" Parker thinks it is possible, I wonder what they will be
"I do aerobics three times a asking for this holiday season.
week, and I work out at the field

Buiimia·a·n d
Bingeing

--------------------DAYCARE-------------------(continued from page 6)
Clark. Some professors and
other parents have already used
this service, he said.
Another service designed to
help parents is the new information and referral service on
day-care centers at U nderwooe1
House. Iris Esabrook, who oversees the services, said her primary goal is to have "information
to help parents."

This program is granted already have (.cpade) arrangefunding by the Dena of Students ments. The service is used
Office (DOSO). According to mostly by people now coming
Dan Garvey of the DOSO office, into town who have no arranthe funding is "for Iris' salary, gements for their children."
Plans for expanding the reftelephone lines, and printing
erral service to a child care
of information."
Ms. Esabrook has already .c enter are targeted for the fall
received a few dozen calls, but of 1987, according to UNH
tl:iinks the service's opening was President Gordon Haaland.
Both services are an effort to
poorly timed. "Most people

accomodate both students and
parents. Day-care centers are
rising to the challenge of a
career family , and aiding families in the maintenance of that
status.

Food and
.Weight Control
problems
Stephen J. Little M. Ed

603-430-8881
Sepcialized treatment of
Eating Disorders

Parents in search of day care for
their children can caJJ 862-2895,
Monday-Thursday between 9 a.m.
to 12 p.m. for information.
*****************•

:

---------------------GELWICK-------------------Professional Psychology.
Gelwick served on the Executive Council of ACPA, as a
member of the Counseling Commission and the Woman's Task
Force Steering Committee.
She is on the Board of Directors of the Society for Values
in Higher- Education, an international corporation that pro-

**

**

(continued from page 5)
motes development and values
Gelwick said she was optimOver seven thousand
in higher education.
istic and hopes to be elected. If · .members ohhe Association will i
~
She has written and co- elected, Gelwick said she would vote for three of six nominees i ,
authored several books, includ- like to see ·more research done for this position during De--tc****************.*
ing Binge Eating,· Theory, Re- on college student development. cember '85 andJanuary '86.
•
Jt
search and Treatment published If elected, Gelwick will serve
Gelwick said, 'Tm very ho-: Happy 20th Birthday Andrea ~
in 1983 andAccredidation Guide- on the Board of the ACP A which nored they nominated me, and •
Love The Clams
Jt
lines for University and College assists in finding money for I hope to see values and ethic -tc
'
JtGuidance Services , published research for projects such as issues addressed and re- •¥¥¥¥¥¥Jf¥Jf¥¥¥-¥¥¥¥¥
in 1982.
..
searched."
those Gelwick spoke of.

Adopted Grandparent
Program

*

............................................................................

eOA8T BU8-TEl?8
In Class

()it(
Organizational
Infortnational
l\feeting
FOR PROSPECTIVE MEMBERS

Tuesday, October 1,
7-7:30 p.m.

()it(

Ah, it's all
the driving,
back and forth,
back and forth!

~
, ,.

()it(

v)v

e

~(;)

~f) .

Yeah, didn't you
read about it
at
registration?
I

(jfj

~~

w6e continueJ...
THE KARI-VAN...
A COMMON SENSE ALTERNATIVE

.0 ctl

&Avi-i-,

-

THE DURHAM ROOM

MEMORIAL UNION BUILDING
UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
James H. Harrison, Coordinator

ROUTE SCHEDULES available at: MUB, Town & Campus, Jodi's Party
Center, ·and KARI-VAN Office at Hamilton Smith Hall.

I
j

"
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CLASSIFIED

Apartments far llent
- · · ·· · -

11 •

· - ·-;- . .....) L__

l

. .J

Roomate wanted- male for 2 BOA APT in
Newmarket- 380/mo & util- no smoke/pets
sec.dep&lease - Kari-van. 659-5355, TomPref grad but not necessary. Avail immed.

I~

I

Wanted: Male to sub-let my Tudor Hall
apartment. Before Oct. 1st $225 per month
all utilities. $225 secl)rity deposit. Space
available for a car. You don't have to be
a full time student. Call 868-6284 or the
Cheney Corp. in Newmarket.
Wanted;·People to share house 4 huge
bedrooms available Oct. 1st. Females
preferred. Rent $175.00/mth. includes heat
and hot water. Call Sarah 742-4990 or 4361140.

'~-Hd-p
Wanted--...JJ[IIJ
Part time Help wanted - Ski and Sports retail

sales person. Applicant must be a skier.
Apply in person at Putnam Sports, 990
LaFayette Rd. Portsmouth.
Work study students: The TASk Center is
seeking an organized and friendly student
to work as a receptionist 4 hrs/wk.
Responsibilities include: answering the
phone, describing the program making
appointments and fie[ding questions. Hours
needed are M-Th, 3:30-4:30 Apply at the
TASk center.

Teacher's Aide Wanted: Work-study position only. Responsible individual needed
to assist with Preschool program Thursday
mornings 8:00 am - 11 :00 am. Must enjoy
children. $4.50/hr. On Kari-van route. Call
Newmarket Recreation for more info. 6595563. In addition office help needed part
time, flexible hours. $4.50/hr, workstudy
only.
Work study position. Biology major needed.
Begin immediatly. Complex systems Research Center. 10-15 hours/wk. $4/hr.
To work on biogeochemical cycling models. Call Pat at 862~ 1792
We need a dynamic, environmentallyminded person to offer secretarial support
2 or 3 days per week. Call 436-3950 for
details. We're fun to work with.
Neede.d: Reliable person to care for
handicapped young woman . Drivers license needed. Shifts available: Days 9

Wanted : people to share house . 4 huge
bedrooms available Oct . 1st. Females
preferred. Rent $175.00/ mth. includes heat
and hot water. Call Sarah 742-4990 or 4361140.
Wanted : Baby s itting in my home in
Portsmouth. 5 month old infant (cute )
mornings 8-12. Good job, good pay for the
right person. Jerry Howe 2-1700 or 431 4101
$10-$360 Weekly I Up mailing circulars!
No quotas! Sincerely interested rush self
addressed envelope: Success, PO Box
470CEG, Woodstock, IL 60098

_J[§]

.........
._.. s...

MOPED: Red Jawa 50cc in excellent
condition - only 500 miies - side baskets
- $325.00 or best offer 659-6621
Waterbed for sale - large; everything with
it. $150.00 or 8 .0 . Call 433-1322. Keep
trying I anytime.
1977 Honda Ci.vie CC - Blue, stereo cassette, std. trans. 69,000 mi. Runs well.
Good cond . Must sell, have new car.
$1400.00 or 8.0. Parsons Chem. Dept. Box
42 or 742-9358.
1980 Honda CX500. Great bike . Shaft
driven water cooled. Runs excellent. Call
868-9859 and ask for Kevin for an appointment. Asking $800.00.
1976 VW Rabbit $300 or best offer. Needs
a little work, has new brakes, new batt. Call
Pam 964-5480, anytime.
Black Leather Riding Boots.size 7, worn
only 3 times. Excellent condition. $70 Call
964-5480 and ask for Pam.
DEC VT-101 industry standard terminal.
Like new cond ition with one monti'l warranty . $695 - Please call 664 - 2787 and
leave your name and number. Thank y9u.
Penrill 1200 Baud Modem IBM PC .
Compatible dirrict connect manual dial.
$120 call 664-2787.
MO-PED for sale, 100 mpg! '76 PUCH, great
condition , no rust. 2900 miles, been in
storage the last two years . Great for
commuting to class / work , sightseeing .
Flashy ruby red. $275 or b/o. Call Penny
at 659-3414.
1981 Subaru excellent shape, sun -roof,
cust-proof, am stereo. 5-speed, $2850 or
best offer. 433-1190 eves. 868-7508 days.
1979 Volvo 242DL, New Paint, Beautiful
Car, 58,000 miles, Excellent Driving, $5300.
749-1116 or 749-6883 (message). ·

am - 4 pm. $35. Oevernights 4 pm-9 am

1980 MGB Limited Collector's Edition.

$35. Call Joyce Belostock 436-4719
Portsmouth.

Black Western Car, $5500. 749-6883 or
749-1116 (message).

Experienced carpenter or carpenter's
helper wanted for new construction. Part
time in Newmarket, on Kari-Van route. Call
Pine Tree Building Company evenings 57 pm 659-2495

1972 AMC HORNET - GREAT GET
AROUND CAR!! New tires, new inspection
- $450. Call Scott (207) 363-8121 .

Wanted part time help, good pay afternoons
2 to 3 hrs. Saturdays and Sunday mornings
must have vehiclA, mileage allowance pay.
Call the Portsmouth Herald 436-1800 ask
for Mr. Hardwick or Mr. Ferrini

Office Assistant. Must bew work study. Must
be good typist for general office. $4.25/hr.
About 1 0 hrs. per wk. Flexible. Call Porfessor Alonzo 862-1025

-

Aerobics Instructor Wanted: Excellent job
opportunity for energetic individual with
exercise specialist, P.E. or dance background. Monday and Wednesday, 5-7 pm.
St. Marys Hall, Newmarket. pay $7 /hr and
up, On Kari-Van Route. Position available
September-June. Call Newmarket Recreation for more info. 659-5563
Laboratory cleaner. Must be work study
$4.25/hr. About 10 hours week flexible.
CaJI Professor Alonzo 862-1025
Needed: Reliable "person to care for
handicapped young woman. drivers license
needed shifts available: Daye; 9-4 om $35.
Overnights 4 pm-9am $35. Call Joyce
Belostock 436-4719 Portsmouth

1978 VW Scirocco - sunroof, mag wheels
w/Dunlop HR radials, Bilstein shocks,
tained , excellent condition , garaged win ters; clean. dependable, 32 mpg. Call Kathy,
evenings, 942 ~ 7669 .
For Sale : Refrigerator, great condition,
larger than average dorm-s ize fr idges .
Holds 2 cases of your favorite beverage.
$75 or b.o. Must sell. Call Tom at 659-5135.

I~rvtces

ind Re111irs

l~

Private tutoring available in physics 402 ,
407, 408, Math 425, 426, 527, Chem 403,
404, $5/hr. Call Mike Paulsen 363-6404
or leave name and number in my mailbox
in Demerrit Hall second floor
Save money. Write your own professional
looking resume with line-by-line instruction
kit. To receive sen $5 to SECRETARY, 13
Old Landing Road, Durham, NH 03824 ·
SMALL JOBS DONE: college student with
a truck can do: Moving and hauling, rubbish
removal, landscaping and other odd jobs.
Call Mal 659-2909.

[

_Pe_rsonals----'!]~

Last day for the blood drive today.
Lianne and Malissa - Karen and Junior
l'equest the honor of your presence at
Pistachio's, Wednesday, Oct. 2, at 2:15
p.m. P.S. Do they make cheese flavored
ice cream?
MJ - How'..,<> apt. life? The fishtank and phone
are great, but the eau de stale beer has
to go - you're ruining your Wholesome
Jewish image!! Love, The Other .Obsolete
Dr.um Major

Happy 8-day Pat G, you ta ll fox you! God
I'll never forget that. l wish you'd tell me
the exact day. I'm still enjoying the comfort
on my remote control Hope things are going
well. Stop by soon! Lots of love, Linda

Dover Video is the place to go if you're a
student interested in buying a VCR. We
c an. offer you LOW prices because o_ur
overhead is low. prices s.tart at $250. See
today's ad.
Come down to Dover Video for free
membership and weekend renatl specials.
See today's ad in the NH. 390 Central Ave,
749-4615
LQok for our ad in taoday 's paper for
fantastic back to s6hoot specials!! Dover
Video 390 Central Ave. 742-4615
K;:itie 0 is a frind of mine, She lives by the
B & M train line, 21 years old, And already
bold, She now in her spare time drinks wine

Dee Dee, Woohoo! We can 't stop doing
the nuetron dance!! Love, 2 of the original
Pointer Sistaas!
Dee Dee - Don't look forward to X- mas in
N.H. - by the time you get back, I will have
all ready STOLEN it! Hee Hee.....
" WH O'S HOLDING DONNA NOW?" IN
SUNNY CA?!
Donna, Dee Dee, Donna, Dee Dee, Donna,
Dee Dee, WE MISS YOU , Donna, Dee Dee!!!
OWWWWWWWWW!! Let GO of my wrist,
·
please! Just let GOt
Donna, Would you mind, I mean . do you
think it's O.K., if I wear my NEW jeans and
my party shirt tonight? (again).
BEEZEE!!! Help! Help! Where's OUR A.A.?
Love, J & E

Jeff M. (alius Stoolface) - Hoped you
enjoyed your lobsters even though. They
were delivered 1st. Were you sober enough
Tired of hanging out in Durham every
to remember how delicious they were?
weekend? Then try hanging in the trees
Behave yourself - and take care of Wally.
for a change. Oct. 4, 5, 6 combination Ropes
• Love, Wanda.
Course, Sleep in a Yrt, Hiking Trip, Fun,
Marc - This subscrtption will keep you in
Challenging Adventure . Sign up at NHOC
touch w/ UNH. Hope it comes in handy.
office, RM 129 MUB
Your friend, John.
·
Mark from RI with dark hair and green eyes,
Dear
Friends
Beth,
Jod
i,
Linda.
Cathi ,
blue toga and the Very Greek "Boatshoes".
Amy and Carrie, Jean & Suazanne. I'm glad
Where are you? I'd really like to sit next
your're all my neighbors. Life would be dull
to the Bak with you, without my roommatewithout you. Have a good weekend - Don't
come by and see me. Aveen
do anything immoral Love, Kristin
Comedy is back at UNH. It's been 20 years,
I'm looking for a native Mandorin speaker
and it's time . SCOPE presents George
to help me with my Chinese in exchange
Carl in. next Thursday, October 3 at the
for English tutoring. Have tutored before~
UNH Field House. Tickets are still available
Please contact Miehe.le at 436-1851.
at the MUS ticket office.
Non sexist, wholistic counseling & therapy
Free kittens-Must find a good home for
transitions, relationships, lifestyles personal
two kittens (5 and 6 months) because of
empowerment and growth Ramona Abella,
disagreeable landlord. Have all their shots
MA Portsmouth, NH sliding scale. '(603)
.and have been dewormed. Very loving cats,
431-4691
good indoor, lap cats . If can find a
George Carlin Tickets are still on sale at
g_uaranteed good home, I am willing to have
the MUB ticket office. $1 0 for full time
them declawed and of neutered for you.
undergrads and $13 for General Public
Brian or Lauri 868-5482
and at the door. Hurry up-they're going·
VASON - Leave it alone!! Happy Happy
quickly!
Birthday!! Paula and Pamela
AMY - Plug it up and stop whining and
There once was a girl named Kati 0 , Who
turned 21 in September, you know, She
loved a good t1me, And her friend's awful
rhyme, but in height, alas she is low.

complaining!!! - the boys
Elisa!! I'm psyched for a drunken Saturday .
- I hope you are too!!! Wine Coolers??
Sound good to me. L

Last day today for the blood drive.
Janet - I'm quite upset that you 'll be in
"conference" on Satruday, that doesn't
sound like fun to me. We'll have one for
Y.OU, (maybe two).L

···········································•••'

HELP A FRIEND BREAK
A HABIT ON NOV. 21
If you have friends who smoke, help them quit during the
Great American Smokeout on November 21. Keep a friend from

George CarliA, Thursday Oct. 3 8
P.M./UNH Field House. Don't miss th is
special comedy event!

smoking for one day, and you may keep a friend for life.

Free kittens. Must find a good home for
two kittens {5 and 6 mths) because of
disagreeable landlord. Have ali their shots
and have been dewormed. Very loving cats,
good indoor, lap cats . If can find a
guaranteed good home. I am willing to have
them declaime dand or neutered for you.
Brian or Lauri 868-5482

1980 Datsun 4 door sedan, 5 speed, manual
transmission, grey in color - newly painted
Lorriane: have a great time this weekend!
- no rust - excellent running condition. 73
K mileage . 38 MPG , outstanding car for · Celebrate and have a wild time on your
20th birthday! Love, the buddies in Red
winter I summer months. Firm pri c e of
Towers.
$1800. Call 742-4497 at anytime.
Beth-How about an ice cream sometime?
1981 Toyota Tercel 2 dr sedan. Good
Rich
condition. Low mileage. Am/fm cassette.
Two snow tires $3200. 926-2091 .

Help wanted: Delivery person. $3.80 hr.
6% mileage plus tips. Call 742-8411 or
come by 50 Broadway, Dover. Across from
Red Shoe Barn

DIAB LO 1620 lette r quality c omputer
printer with keyboard.45 cps at 1200 baud
and EXT I ACK hand shaking. IBM P,C
compatible and does all spec ial printing
fun ctions with word star c an be used as
terminal at 300 baud . Installed on your
computer with full one month warranty for
only $475. Please call 664-2787 and leave
your name and telephone number. Thank
you.

+
+

TOM G. - One can
never forget, .
(or is it remember ...?!):

Isn't P Bradley cute? yah he's real cute .
Haven't seen him lately though, have you?
JAF

LOST AND FOUND
LOST: Saphire and diamond ring. The
saphires circle the diamond , has a gold
band. Please call 868 -6320 if found. It's
extremely valuable for sentimental reasons!
YARD SALES
Porch -Sale!! New and almost new clothes
- junior(women) sizes 5-6·& 7- 8. Shoes
size 6. Other items for sale. Saturday 104 28 Fifth St., Dover.

••

...........""•

0

•!

Needed. Smeone to take care of 2 cats
for fall and spring semesters. Brother and
sister, fixed, one year old, very good
natured . Will pay expenses . Please call
Laura 868-5947
Happy birthday KO from Lori and Care,
A 21 salute resounds in the air, We love
your crisp wit, and your slinging of sh -. and the way you run around bare.

• •••••••••••••••••••••
Happy Birthday

MAD DOG MAD DOG
MAD DOG MAD DOG
MAD DOG MAD DOG
MAD DOG!!
t

t

i
i

~..........~

~..._..__..._..,_....._........~

................................................

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•••
•

The Banshee is just too :

••

Neil

• • e "Flex"•••
Marttila

•••••••••••••••••••••••

cool for words. Happy •

••
••
••
••

21st Katie. Love, Lori

.,.............................................
•

and Carrie .

'
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Choosing a long distance
company is ·a lot like.choosing
a roommate.

l' ~
I

;

It's better to know what they're
like before you move in.
Living together with someone for the first
time can be an "educational'' experience.
And living with a long distance company
isn't any different. Because.some companies
may not give you all the services you're used to
getting from AT&T. ·
For instance, with some companies you have
to spend a certain amount before you qualify for
their special volume discounts. With some
others, voice quality may vary.
But when you choose AT&T, there won't be
any surprises when you move in. You'll get the

same high-quality, trouble-free service you'~e
used to.
With calls that soun9 as close as next door.
Guaranteed 60% and 40% discounts off our Day
Rate-so you can talk during the times you can
relax. Immediate credit for wrong numbers.
Operator assistance and collect ·Calling.
So when you're asked to choose a long distance company, choose AT&T. Because whether
you're into Mozart or metal, quality is the one
thing everyone can agree on.
Reach out and touch someone~

AT&T

The right choice.
l9.85 AT&T Communications
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Field hockey and lax star Geromini an achiever
By J. Mellow
Karen Geromini sits on the
living room floor of her house
at 6 Garden Lane, Durham. Clad
in a pair of blue Adidas sw~at
pants and a long-sleeve "NCAA
Division I Women's Lacrosse
Championship" t-shirt, the ST'
junior University of New Hampshire field hockey standout
stares at the TV, seeming not
to see it. She is thinking.
" I have had points in the
middle of,a workout when I just
stop, look up at the sky and ask
'Why am I doing this?' " Her
brown eyes are intent underneath the blonde curls, her
brows knit, serious.
"So I take myself out, right
there and think about the games,
about the winning, about the
people - and I figure it out. I
remember why I like it. So I go

fractures is trouble?
Yet Geromini has had to deal
with this list of credentials in
a way most people may not have
expected.
"There's definitely pressure
there," Geromini says. "Pressure to perform. 'She's not as
good as they say she is.' I've
heard it before. And I can feel
it in the air."
· "At first i t would get- me
mad," she continues, "but as I
played I learned to handle it.
I'd work harder - not so much
to prove myself, but to show
them how hard I've worked and
how much I deserved to be
where I was.'' Her voice gets
tough, resentful.
" Everything I've done I've
worked for, " Geromini says.
"Nothing has been handed to
me on a silver platter." Because
on."
·
of this, Geromini has become
One would think that Gero- a very achievement-oriented
mini herself would be the last athlete. Yet while her list of
to divulge such a story about her accomplishments continues to
years in athletics, that she'd be grow, Geromini has had to pay
the last to admit there have been a price.
"I've had social problems; I've
troubles.
After all, how could anyone lost friends," she says. "People
who has played on the United didn't understand that my hockStates National Under 21 Team ey time is my hockey time and
for the p ast two years and at my free time was for what I
Olympic "A" level camps in wanted to do, not what they
Colorado Springs the last four wanted to do." Her brows knit
years have trouble? Setting a again in concentration and she
single season scoring record ( 13 looks away towards the TV.
"I wish it didn't have to be
goals) her freshman year at
UNH is trouble? Tallying that way," she says. "It's.cost
twelve goals last season despite me sometimes."
Has she ever thought, then,
missing five games due to stress

whether or not this was all
worth it? ·
"Many times, many times,"
Geromini concedes . ' T "ve
thought it, but then when I reach
my goal - make the National
team, whatever - I say yeah, this
was right. As long as I have fun.
and keep achieving my goals,
it's worth it."
·
And as long as there are
achievements for Geromini to
conquer, UNH head coach Ma-

risa Didio think~ she will be·
playing field hockey.
"Karen is very achievementorie nted," Didio says. "She's
an achiever athletically, certainly. But even with something she
may not be quite as good at, she's
going to do it. She hates to fail. "
The goals are there . This
summer, Geromini achieved all
those she had set for herself,
making the National Under 21
Team plus competing at the

National Sports Festival in
Baton Rouge, Louisiana. This
year, Geromini turns 21 and will
have her first shot at the United
States National (21 +)team. Her
ultimate goal, however, her
"dream," is the 1988 Olympics.
Yet only Geromini herself
calls it a "dream"; everyone else
who knows her says she's halfway there.

------FOOTBALL------(continued from page 24)
will need a better performance
from senior quarterback Brian
Stretch, who completed only 10
of 30 passes, if they are going
to make a dent in the strong
UNH defensive unit.
Expected to be ready to play
after missing the BU game
because of a bruised knee is
UNH strong safety Tom DeGasperis. His return should
bolster the defense although
Ted White and Wayne Larsen
filled in well last week in his
absence. Linebacker Neal Zonfrelli has been the defensive

leader for the Wildcats with 38
tackles in two games.
Dartmouth held the early
advantage in this Granite State
rivalry, winning the first 16
games, including a 51-0 thrashing in the inaugural 1901 contest, but the Wildcats have won
three and tied one in the last
r five meetings, including last
year's 38-10 win.
"I foresee a hard-hitting
football game and I know it is
a very important game to Dartmouth," said Bowes.

BIG .B UCK$

UNH's· Karen Geromini(3 white) follows through after passing off to a teammate last lacrosse
season.(Robin Stieff file photo)

-------M.TENNIS------(continued from page 23)
season when UVM 's one and
two players Davies and Mike
Duffy beat them 6-4,6-4.
Next in line for the 4-1

Wildcats is the ECAC tournament in Albany, NY today and
tomorrow. Last season UNH
finished fourth there. Boston

'

h

University presents the next
regular season challenge for the
Wildcats October 2 in Durham
at 3 p.m.

)(

ELEK-TEK ...

-

SAVES YOU MORE
ON CALCULATORS

A FREE LEGAL SERVICE
is available to all
SAF Undergraduates.

~

EL
EL
EL
PC
PC
PC

55 10
5 500 T
5520
1 2 5 0A
1260
1261

70
70
85
70
75
1 35

PC
PC
CE
CE

1350A
1500A
125
126P
c ~ 150

135
150
1 19
55
150

[kP.J ~!~;!~6 CALCULATORS

The Law Association of
Craig F. Evans
and
Stephen White

(IJiGltiGA
Experienced
Cocktail Per sons
Big Bucks!

Weekend Nights
See Mark at the Speakeasy
Route #1 Portsmouth
Thursday-Sunday evenings

has been retained to provide students this service ]
through the Student Senate Judicial Affairs Council
and the Student Activity Fee.

HP·11C
HP·12C
HP· 1 5C
HP·16C

Scientif ~ ... . . ...
Firiancia! .. ..... .
Scientific . . . • . . .
Programmer .. . .

FREE!

-

New Advantage
software module from
P with the purchase of
any HP- 41 at Elektek.
Offer ends 11/15/85.

-

58
90
90
90
•

HP· .. C .. ...... . . . . . 105*
HP· 41CV .... . ... ... .. 168
HP· 41CX ... .... ...... 245
HP·71BComputer ... . 399
Optical Wand . . .. ..... . 95
Card qeader . . . . • . . . . 1 45
Printer(82143A) ...... 283
HP·IL Module .. .. . . . . 85
Dig. Cassette Drive .
400
HP-IL Printer .. . .. . . . 335
Think Jet Printer ..... 375
9114ADiskDrive . . ... 600
F6~ HEWLETT

Legal Services Info:

a.'.~

PACKARD

*While limited supplies last.
C

LL T~LL FREE 800·621 ·1269

Exbt!h ILLINOIS, ALASKA

Phone: 862-1714·

Accessories discounted too. MasterCard or VISA by phone
or rna1l. Ma1I Cashie(sc11eck. Money Ord . Pers.Check{2 wks

lo cir). SorrynoC.0 .0 's Add $4.00 tsl item $1 eaadd'I shpg
& handl. Shpts to IL address add 7qo tax. Pricas subJ !c

Office Hours:
Tuesday 10-1 pm
7-8:30 pm
Wednesday 7-8:30 pm
Thursday 1-5 pm

change. UniverPity/College P.O.'s Welcome. WRITE {no

Where:

Student Senate
(Rm. 130 MUS)
(same)
(same)
(same)

ca11s1 tor free catalog. 30•day return f)Olicy 101 defective
me rc handose only. AL L ELEK· TEK MERCHANDISE IS
BRAND NEW, 1ST OUALI TV AND COMPLETE.

ELEK·TEK,inc.
N. Lincoln Ave.
Chicago Ill. 60645
(312) 631-7800
312 677-7660
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Keene State battles past men's soccer ·squad
By Pat Graham
Let me ask you a question.
Have you ever seen a deflated
soccer ball, or any kind of
deflated ball for that matter?
Well, the UNH men's soccer
team played like an airless ball
Wednesday; dead flat. The 'Cats
ended up on the short end of
a 2-1 skirmish with the Division
II Keene State Owls.
Keene is currently ranked
fifth in New England in Division II but you would never
know it. The Owls were constlhdy screaming at each other
and calling their own teammates
names, not to mention the
things that they were yelling
and saying to the Wildcats.
Tempers flared a few times with
many referee warnings being
handed out to both teams.
The game started out with
Keene jumping out of the gate
quickly. With only 2:45 gone
from the first half, Martin
Osborne put the Owls ahead 10. Keene attacked several more
times but UNH goalie Dave
Barlow made some great stops

to thwart the Owls of any more
scoring. The rest of the first half
saw limited scoring chances by
both teams. The Wildcats' best
chance came late in the half on
a blast by Rob Ricard, only to
be stopped on an excellent save
by Owls' Ken Howe.
The second half saw this same
type of action until the final
minutes. Keene's Jesus Menendez beat Barlow, making it 20. Five minutes later, UNH's
Adrian Pfisterer put one past
a stunned Howe making the
final score.2-1 in favor of Keene
State.
The Wildcats didn't seem to
be communicating too well as
many irratic passes led to turnovers and eventual opportunities for Keene State.
The road ahead doesn't get
much easier for the 'Cats. They
face a highly ranked, undefeated
team from Babson College on
Monday at Babson before coming home to meet the Providence Friars next Wednesday
at 3 p.m.

Big Green stalls
tennis women 7-2
By Steve Langevin
Number one singles player
.Ami Walsh's grueling 2-6,6-3,
6-2 win over Dartmouth's Kelly
UNH and Keene State soccer players battle for possession of the ball Wednesday in Durham. Busby wasn't enough for the
UNH women's tennis team
Keene State prevailed 2-1.(Karen Bannett photo)
which saw its four-game winning skein come to an end with
a 7-2 defeat in Hanover yesterday.
Walsh's victory gives her a
By Paul Tolme
field, but not getting through sure on the. Harvard goal perfect 4-0 mark this season.
The tide was high on the the Wildcat defense. Three- through-the rest of the game, The other Wildcat point came
UNH women's soccer field quarters of the way through the but was unable to score.
at number one doubles where
The Wildcats (2-2) travel to Walsh teamed with Jen Radden
Tuesday. As the. rain poured first half, a Harvard player
from the ·sky and soaked the field inbounded a short corner kick Chestnut Hill, MA, tomorrow for a 6-2,7-5 win over Chris
and players alike, the Harvard to a waiting teammate, who to play the nationally ranked Stearns and Anne Derzon.
Crimson Tide went out with a eluded a Wildcat defender and Boston Coll
Eagl~
In the other singl matches
crossed the ball to the far corner
2-0 victory over UNH.
The slick field, and equally of the UNH goal. A Harvard
slick Harvard passing, did UNH player snuck between two UNH
in. But the soaking rains did not defenders, and headed the ball
dampen the Wildcats' spirit. into the nearside of the goal.
The one goal lead lasted until,
The UNH bench consistently
cheered, as Harvard and UNH five minutes into the second
dueled equally for most of the half, a Crimson Tide player
scored from a scramble, 15 feet
first half.
The Crimson Tide then start- in front of the UNH goal.
Two goals down, UNH tried
ed to dominate, keeping play
centered on UNH's side of the to battle back, sustaining pres-

Women's soccer blanked 2-0

-•

Radden lost to Julia Mairs 6-1,60; Judi Mijal lost to Derzon 61,6-0; Chris Stanton fell to
Courtney Wood 6-2, 6-1; Dianna
Fischer lost to Davida Sherman
6-2,6-4 and Megan Reed was
defeated by Heather McClelland
6-0,6-3.
Fischer and Reed lost in
straight sets at number two
doubles and Laura Hebert and
Michele Phaneuf dropped their
first match of the season 6-4,61 to Mairs and McClelland.
The Wildcats (4-1) host the
University of Massachusetts
Sunday at 1 p.m.

M·e n's tennis team
beaten by Vermont
By Steve Langevin
singles slot.
The UNH men's tennis
The Wildcats did even worse
teams' undefeated season came in the doubles, losing all three
to a screeching halt yesterday matches with Hyman and Dave
afternoon at the University of Hall at the top doubles spot
Vermont when it fell to the being the only ones able to take
UVM Catamounts 7-2.
their opponents to three sets.
The only players to pull off Palumbo and Seibert were dealt
victories for UNH were number their first defeat in doubles this
one player T.J. Hyman and M.TENNIS, page 22
fourth singles player Dave
Palumbo. }Iyman lifted his
record to 4-1 when he defeated
John Davies in straight sets 63,6-2 and Palumbo kept his
(continued from page 24)
unbeaten reco.rd (5-0) intact
with a 6-0,6-0 whitewashing of well," said Vander-Heyden, "but
UVM' s Rich Green.
we can win."
UNH's Christian Seibert saw
"We've played well enough
his undefeated streak stop at to win big games," said Didio,
four when he lost to Ross "but we haven't come out on top.
Avrams 7-6,_6-4, in the fifth Now, we're ready to win."

-

-F.HOCKEY- .

The Harvard Crimson women,s soccer squad clearing the ball from in front of its goal Tuesday
in the rain. UNH lost 2-0.(Scottjones photo)
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Sports
Wildc~t

-•

gridders

By Steve Langevin
Which football conference is
better, the Yankee Conference
or the Ivy League? The results
from tomorrow's games which
pit four Yankee Conference
teams against their intra-state
and Ivy League rivals will go a
long way toward answer.ing that
question.
The UNH Wildcats are the
only home team from the Yankee Conference as they host the
Dartmouth Big Green at 1 p.m.
in Cowell Stadium. The other
games have the University of
Connecticut (2-0) at Yale (10), the University of Rhode
Island (2-1) at Brown (0-1) and
the University of Massachusetts
(2-1) at Harvard (1-0).
"We'll be playing for the
prestige of the Yankee Conference as well as the prestige of
defeating our intra-state rival,"
said UNH head coach Bill
'Bowes.
The Wildcats are coming· off
an impressive offensive show
against Boston University when
they rolled up 312 yards. on the
ground in their 27-13 victory,
while Dartmouth's offense left
something to be desired in its
10-3 loss to Princeton.
UNH ta'ilback Andre Garron
accounted for 200 of those yards
against BU, marking the fourth
time in his career that he has
ran for 200 yards or more which
leaves him one shy of the
national record. Most of that
"'yardage was possible because
the UNH offensive line dominated the line of scrimmage and
tight end Tom Flanagan and
fullback Mike Shriner opened
gaping holes for Garron to run
through. Also quarterback Rich
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to battle Big Green

The UNH offensive line and receivers, like Bill Farrell(84), will be trying to open big holes
tomorrow against Dartmouth.(file photo)
Byrne came up with the big points. Offensively they thought
plays when needed. ,
they would be a good team,
The Big Green defense is because they had the whole line
buoyed by inside linebackers and the quarterback returning,
Peter Korteb~in and Len Fontes but they struggled in that aspect
who combined for 26 tackl~s against Princeton."
against Princeto~.
The bright spot offensively
"Going into the season Dart- for Dartmouth was junior tailmouth's concerns were on de- back Ernie Torain who rushed
fense," said Coach Bowes, "but for 103 yards on 22 carries. They By J. Mellow
Two goals by junior Karen
they held Princeton to only 10 FOOTBALL, page 22
Geromini and one from senior
Jill Sickels led the UNH women's field hockey team to a 30 shutout of the Holy Cross
Crusaders Tuesday in Worcester, Ma.
The game gives UNH its
second shutout of the season and
puts the Wildcats at 3-1-1.
"We played very well," said
UNH head coach Marisa Didio
'
of her team.
"We were executing very
Old
Donald M.
Steve
Lisa
Jon
Ged
well. We overlapped (fields)
Murray
Kinson
Langevin
Grad
used our options and penetrated
Olson
Sinatra
well. Overall it was a very
Dartmouth ai .
positive game."
UNH
UNH
UNH
UNH
UNH
UNH
UNI+
UNH senior co-captain Patty
Heap agreed, "Holy Cross gave
Boston U at
us a chance to work on the
BU
Maine
Marne
BU
BU
Maine
BU
things we didn't do well in the
Iowa game."
UConn at
"We didn't put the ball in the
Yale
UConn
UConn
UConn
UConn
Yale
Yale
net as many times as we wanted
Delaware at
to, but it was a good game," she
Del
Del
Del
H.Cross
Del
Holy Cross H.Cros.s
added.
"It was a very offensive game
UMass at
us," said UNH senior cofor
UMass
UM ass
Harvard
Harvard
Harvard
Harvard
Harvard
captain Sandy Vander-Heyden,
alluding to the fact that only
Rhode Island
three Holy Cross ~hots made
it to UNH goalie Jane Flanagan
Brown
URI
URI
URI
at Brown URI
Brown
all game.
UNH, in turn, pelted Crusader goalie Jayne Tierney with 20.
"We got a number of good
shots on goal," Vander-Heyden
continued, " we just have to
finish it off-put the ball in the
Last week the Old Grad got yo keep his money by picking four of the
net."
six games correctly to defeat William Cote who picked only two right.
It's this last step that is going
'
to be crucial this Saturday when
This week's guest is English professor Donald M. Murray.
the Wildcats take on the University of Connecticut Huskies

Field hockey team
clubs Holy Cross

MORNING LINE

1
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for tailback Andre Garron(35)

in Storrs, CT.
While UNH stands at 2-7-2
in the series with UConn, the
Wildcats split overtime games
last season, winning the first
4-3 and dropping the second 32.
"We definitely feel we can
beat them,", said Heap, "but
we're going to have to work to
put the ball in the net. Opportunities are not just 'going to
happen', we have to make them
happen."
Vander-Heyden agreed.
"We are going to have to
create the opportunities," she
said, "and when they come up,
we're going to have to take
advantage of it."
"UConn has ability," said
Didio. "They're smart in positional play; they're poised-they
don't panic; they don't make
costly mistakes ... "
"Yet we've got our edge,
too,"she continued, "we're faster, quicker-we will definitely
pose a threat for defense."
"They can definitely be scored
upon," Didio added.
In order to win, though, UNH
will have to play tough.
"We have to be complete
opportunists, creating and using
opportunities," Didio said.
"We have to sustain ourselves
(physically and mentally) for
more than just a half," she
continued. ''They (UConn) .play
smart and don't make very many
mistakes. We have to do the
same."
And can they?
"We're going to have to play
F.HOCKEY, page 23

